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'Moonie' film okayed 
for MUB presentation 
By Kate McClare quest ' to show the film from 
The Unification Church will be Wheeler on Sept. 26. Since then, 
allowed to show the film "Rev- he has consulted with "a number 
erend Moon in America" in the of people," including President · 
Memorial Union Building, Assis- Eugene Mills, Assistant MUB 
tant Vice-Provost of Student Af- Director Jeff Onore and Student 
fairs Gregg Sanborn announced Body President Jim O'Neill. 
yesterday. Wheeler last night said he was 
Sanborn said he would allow 1 "very pleased" witp the decision 
the church to show the film on . to allow the film's showing in the 
Tugr;:d~y, Oct. 18. Thg film will bP I MUB. Ho said if tho Unific.:ltion 
shown from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in the Church was "refused (the right to 
Strafford Room. . show the film) for any reason, it 
Student Government will be ', would probably say something 
given "equal time" to respond about UNH." 
with their own program from 8: 30 Wheeler said the decision 
to 10, said Sanborn. "speaks well for ·UNH, that it is 
"It is important in terms of our striving for objectivity.'-' 
academic mission to allow a free Official reaction to the decision 
exchang~ of ideas whether or not "echoed Sanborn's statement 
we agree with them," he said. about "free expression ofideas." 
In a letter sent to New Hamp- ,.'No one was surprised," said 
shire Unification Church Direc- O'Neill. "I expected it would hap-
tor Charles Wheeler, granting pen. The question of access to a 
permission to show the film, San- '· public building puts you in a 
born stated, "Practices such as bipd." 
physicat detention, prosele- In a press release issued yes-
tyzing, . solicitation, and intimi- terday, Mills stated, "I support 
dation are not suitable to a Uni- the open expression of views 
versity community and will not through the normal discussion 
·be allowed." process, but I do not recommend 
The Unification Church has re- or condone the views expressed 
portedly used these techniques. · by the Unification Church." 
Sanborn later -said he would take Onore said he was Wheeler's 
· action against the church if such "first administrative contact." 
practices occur. But, he added, He said, "In light of all the cir-
he did not think any action would cumstances surrounding the Uni-
become necessary. 
Sanborn said he receiv~d a re- Moonies, page 5 
Students to counter 
Church's · film 
By Michael Minigan uu•s the right of the Unification. 
. Student Government is pre-,Church to show its film, (Rev. 
paring a program for the eveni~g1Moon in America ),"_O'NE:ill ~aid. 
of Oct. 18 which will present m- "That's what the Umvers1ty 1s all 
formation countering the film about, it's a forum for everyone's 
presentation that night by the opinion. We're just adding 
controversial Unification another dimension to that forum, 
Church, according to Student with our program." 
Body President Jim O'Neill. When contacted last night by 
O'Neill said the program will The New Hampshire, Charles 
include a rebroadcast of a seg• Wheeler, director of the Unifica-
ment of "Weekend," a television tion Church in New Hampshire, 
show which was aired two years said he had not heard about the 
ago on NBC. Student Government, decision to allow the film's 
is also planning to present a showing in the MUB. 
speaker "who knows quite a bit
1 
Wheeler also said he knew 
about the hazards of the Unifica- lnothing of the Student Govern-
tion Church," O'Neill said. A ment's plans to broadcast the in-
question and answer period will vestigative film on CARP in t~e 
follow, he said. same room where the-church will 
CARP (The Collegiate Associa- present its film, "The Rev. Moon 
tion for the Research of Prin- in America." 
ciples), which was associated "It sort of cramps my style," 
with the Unification Church, left_ he said. "I wonder if ·I have any-
the UNH community two years thing to say aboutthat." 
ago amid aUegations_ of. brain- Wheeler said he_was u~sure if 
washing and harassment of stu- he has seen the f llm which the 
dents. CARP is reportedly no, Student Government plans to 
longer aligned with the Unifica- tshow. "I think I'm familiar with 
tion Church. _ it," he said. "I've seen several 
The segment of "Weekend" (dealing with the Unification 
which will be shown deals, in· Church.) 
part, with the investigations 'Qf1 student Government, page 13 
CARP at UNH two }.'ears ago. . -
UNH's budget passes 
with no further cllts 
J: Gregg Sanborn 
,,. . . 
By Donald Burnett 
The University System of New 
Hampshire's operating budget 
for the 1978-79 biennium will suf-
fer no further cuts as it goes to 
the State Legislature for final ap-
proval, according to UNH Pres-
ident Eugene Mills. 
Approval of the University's. 
$46 million burlget request came 
latc4Tu0.:d~y , night wh0n th0 
joint ttouse-S'enate Conference 
Committee agreed to recommend 
a state budget of $403. 7 million. 
A -vote before the two branches 
of the ' legislature is expected by 
Oct. 20. the exoiration date for a 
current continuing resolution 
· which limits state agencies' 
. spending to last year's level. 
While the conferees are op-
timistic about passing the bud-
get, University officials remain 
cautious. 
Mills said vesterdav he would 
_ rather withhold comment on the-
budget. "I don't want to mislead 
,:myong. by s:~ying ~omgthing 
about a budget I haven't even 
seen," he said. 
Mills explained that although 
there were no mandated cuts in 
. the budget, it is not what was 
originally requested. "There 
have been some changes made. 
We'll have to bring the figures in 
and check them against our own 
data." 
UNH Director of Information 
Lila Chase Marshall said earlier 
this week that House Speaker 
George Roberts (R-Gilmanton) 
· expects those figures to be avail-
able in print by next Tuesday. 
Marshall also said Roberts 
hopes to reconvene the House by 
Oct. 18. 
Senator D. Alan Rock CR-
Nashua), a UNH Trustee, said 
· yesterday the Senate will pass 
the budget next week. 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson's press 
secretary, Buddy Jenkins , said 
the governor will not comment on 
the budget at this time. "Many 
things can happen between now 
and Oct. 20," said Jenkins. 
Marshall said the legislature 
now has three alternatives to 
· choose from concerning the 
budget. ''They can either accept · 
the $403 million budget, make an 
amendment extending the contin-
uing resolution deadline, or pass 
another resolution. '' 
If no budget is passea, she said 
"State government would come 
to a screeching halt. They have 
no recourse. Something has to 
' happen. " 
Will the l~gislature resort to 
passing another resolution? 
"I still think that's a PQSSi-
bility," Marshallsaid. 
· According to Senator Robert 
Fennelly m -Dover l, the budget 
will pass both the House and the 
Senate by Oct. 20. 
"If we somehow fall short, " 
said Fennelly, "I'll introduce a 
three per cent rise in the cigar-
ette tax." This he says, would 
bring in an additional $8 million 
in state revenue. · 
He ·added that this year "is the 
last time a budget will pass with-
out additional revenue." 
Wednesday night 's final recom-
mendation by the conferees 
marked the end of months of de-
liberation. 
Under the new rules, it may cost this fellow a $25 fine to 
walk on the railroad tracks. But he doesn't seem to care. 
(Dennis Giguere photo) 
Fennelly said the budget will 
"meet the majority of the needs 
,)f the state. '' But, in .order to 
reach a recommendation, cuts in 
other $late agencies and projects 
- · had to be made. 
Fennelly said a major factor in 
the committee's decision was the 
Budget, page 12 
·--INSIDE----------------------_._---~ 
Symposi_um 
Over 2,000 students 
and.faculty members 
attended the various 
women in the media 
panels this week. For 
an in-depth :· look at 
the three-day pro-
gram, see the stories 
on page four. 
The Arts 
This issue the arts 
feature an interview 
with novelist Mark 
Smith (pictured). a 
review of TBS's 
Sleuth, ana. a review 
of a restaurant with a 
Ford truck parked in 
its dining . room. 
Pages 15 and 16. 
Bears 
The Black Bears of 
Maine will host the 
UNH football team 
tomorrow. For a pre-
view of the game and 
our staff's "Morning 
Line'' football predic-





A resume writing program, an interviewing technique 
session, and a skills assessment program are among a series 
of eight workshops whtcn are oerng co-sponsorea tms semester 
by the Career Planning and Placement Center and the Coun-
seling and Testing Center. 
The workshops are designed for students who aren't sure 
of their career goals, according to Judy Palmer, the coor-
dinator of personal skills programs for_ the Caret:r Plann~ng 
and Placement Center. The programs will present mformahon 
on many, varied fields of int~rest, she said. . . 
The eight programs will be presented twice durmg the 
semester, and Palmer said students are encouraged to attend 
all eight. . 
-Along with the larger workshops, the Ca!eer Center 1s ~lso 
offering 22 mini-workshops, which are smgle presentations 
focusing on different t aspects of student life, and not just 
career planning, according to Palmer. . 
These mini-workshops will touch upon such subJects as 
"Problem Solving Through Fantasy", "Dealing With Parents" 
and ''Self Hyonosis and Meditation." . 
"The mini-workshops may be presented m a classroom, 
a dorm or just among a group of friends," Palmer said. 
"It's have workshop, will travel. We'll go to the students 
with the information.'' 
The mini-workshops are not as detailed as the larger 
programs, she said, but are designed to get students interested 
in attending the larger programs. 
Program times and sites are ':1-vailable through the Car~r 
Planning and Placement Center m Huddleston Hall, she said. 
Ray 
Iowa Gov. Robert Ray is scheduled to speak in the Granite State 
Room of the MUB on Tuesday, Oct. n;at 8 p.m. 
Ray who was recently appointed ·chairman of President Car-_ 
ter's Energy Preparedness Commission, is one of the nation's 
leading authorities on alternate energy sources·. . 
The 48-year-old Republican, who is serving an unprecedented 
fourth term as governor, is a strong advocate of solar energy. 
· All students, faculty and Durham residents are invited to 
attend. 
The Weather 
The National Weather Service predicts mostly sunny skies for 
today with high temperatures in the 50's. Temperatures Friday 
night are expected to drop to the mid-20's. 
Sunny skies are likely . for Saturday, with temperatures 
reaching the 60's. Probability of precipitation is zero per cent for 
Friday and Saturday. . 
Alcoholism • IS still a 
problem on campus 
longer a valid excuse for the al-
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UNH English professor declares 
war on freshman plagiarism 
By Rosalie Davis 
Several students have been 
dropped from freshman English 
( 401) with a grade of F for plagiar-
izing, according to Thomas Carn-
acelli, director of freshman 
English. Carnacelli declined to 
release the students' names. 
In a letter sent to all freshman 
English teacher~. Carnacelli said 
"Several others will no doubt be 
dropped with F's once the evi-
dence ( of further plagiarism ) is 
firmly established." Carnacelli 
said the letter, which called for 
strict handling of plagiarists, is 
his "declaration of war." 
"I'm really worried," he_ said, 
"that this many cases have come 
up this early." . 
According tt:1 Melvilfo Njel~on, 
associate dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts~ about half a dozen 
plagiarism cases are reported 
every year. 
Even when a professor has an 
idea that a student may be pla-
giarizing, it is a very difficult 
thing to prove, Carnacelli said. 
"It can be very touchy," Carn-
acelli said. "One girl passed in a 
story about the death of her 
brother that we were suspicious 
of. What do we do? Ask her if her 
brother really died? It gets 
ticklish." 
The University student hand-
book defines plagiarism as 
cheating. A section of the hand-
book covering cheating (10.23) 
reads, "A student violates the 
principle~ of academic integrity 
if he gives or accepts aid in writ-
ten tests or examinations, or if he 
plagiarizes in written work.'' 
Nielson said the procedure for 
handling cheating cases starts 
with the professor. "The instruc-
tor has the rfght and responsi-
bility to penalize as much as an F 
for the course," he said. "He has 
no responsibility to report the 
case to the dean. 
"If the instructor reports the 
case to the dean, the associate 
dean of the accused student's col-
lege is the one who h~ndles the 
case," said Nielson. "The student 
and instructor both submit in 
writing their explanation of the 
situation. The dean may set up a 
conference with involved parties. 
After a decision is reached, the 
student is notified.'' 
"Students can- appeal the pro-
cedures used to reach the de-
cision," , said Lydia Crowson, 
- chairwoman of the Academic 
Standards Committee. "Other 
problems of the case are taken 
care of by the dean," she added. 
Of the most recent cases of 
plagiarism in freshman English, 
Carnacelli said, "I don't think 
they've appealed the cases. 
· They're bound to get a worse 
penalty if they do." · 
William Kidder, a member of 
the Academic Standards Com-
mittee, said, "We've tried to 
bring about a uniformity of 
process. A (cheating) case may 
be handled differently by, say, 
the Whittemore School and the 
College of Liberal Arts for tho 
same offense." 
"The committee is tr.ying to 
formulate a comprehensive 
definition of plagiarism," Crow-
son added, "and have it passed 
out to freshmen at freshmen 
camp so that they may be aware 
of the consequences at the out-
set." 
Plagiarism, paQ_e 8 
Newington's Great Expectations 
lives up to its name with style 
By Mike Kelly 
Great Expectations, stuck in a 
hole in the interminable wall of 
Newington Mall, is the McDon-
. aids of hair salons. Sort of. 
The difference lies in quality. 
Great Expectations promises to 
give professional, stylish hair-
cuts with less time and less 
trouble than other salons. They 
take no reservations, and the 
haircut itself takes about half an 
hour. 
Sixteen people work in the gl~r-
ingly modern salon. Seven are 
haircutters--the rest are assis-
tants. The assistants do the 
shampooi_ng, and sometimes the 
blow-dr'ying. rhey are in training 
to become cutters. 
The salon is decorated in sub-
. urban Ultra-modern. The pre-
dominant colors are neon orange 
and white-white. The chairs 
where the cuttee sits are part of 
two chair. orange . units. Thev 
look like they belong on the first 
Howard Johnson's on Mars. 
The looks promise a slick pro-
fessionalism, and the promise is 
kept. I went there Wednesday 
with a head of hair that would 
have sent most barbers home in 
tears. I had not brushed or 
combed it since late June, as a 
result of losing a bet. From ear 
to ear, there was no discernable 
part. 
David Vaughn, the 24-year-old 
manager who looks suprisingly 
little like Warren Beatty, took it 
all in stride. 
First he washed it, a real im-
provement, and one I should have 
thought of myself. I told him I 
was not at liberty to ever brush or 
· comb it. He didn't even flinch, but · 
suggested that what I n·eeded was 
a cut that would fall naturally 
around the head without much 
Iat>oriously, ana began cutting. 
Fifteen minutes later, he was 
through. On top of my head was 
a nicely cropped, sharply parted, 
English precision haircut. 
· English precision haircutting, 
Vaughn explains, is the art of cut-
ting hair to fit the shape and bone 
structure of the individual's 
head. "It is," says Vaughn, "the 
very latest kind of hair styling. 
Andt he adds disdafnfuiiy, 
"we're practically the only ones 
arouQd here that do it." . 
Vaughn, who is relatively new as . 
manager at Great Expectations, 
. has several ideas to promote the 
salon and interest in hair-care in 
general. Currently, he is offering 
free haircuts by assistants on 
Tuesday nights. Those interested 
should call ahead of time. 
In the near future, he plans to 
off er free lectures on hair-care 
care. and styling at interested soror-
He found a part, combed ities, fraternities, or dormitories. 
By Susan Sowers 
Alcoholism is a problem in 
higher education. Faculty, staff. 
and students don't punch a time-
clock or. work under supervision. 
Greater freedoIIl for research, 
study, reading--and drinking--
leads to alcoholism more often 
than in business or industry, ac-
cording to Gary Wulf, director of 
coholic in need of treatment, said ---'- ---------~--------'-------------
System Personnel Services. · 
In response to this problem, 
faculty and staff volunteers have· 
set up the Alcohol Assistance 
Program. Anyone in need of help 
may call 862-1985 and leave his or 
her first name ( or a fictitious 
name) and phone number with 
the answering service. A volun-
teer will return the call and off er 
assistance and counsel. The iden-
tity of the callers is held in 
strictest confidence. 
Wulf explained that the place 
of employment is a natural chan-
nel for alcohol assistance. Em-
ployees don't know people in out-
side groups and are reluctant to 
admit being an alcoholic. The 
service is as convenient and non-
threatening as possible. 
By admitting a drinking prob-
lem, the employee will find his 
compensation and benefit sy-
stems are automatically coor-
dinated. Those with acute 
problems may require up to a 
month of hospitalization. The 
medical expenses and work 
·missed are covered as an illness. 
"It's treated the same as 
pneumonia," said Wulf. 
The volunteers know this be-
cause they are alcoholics who 
have overcome their drinking 
problems and work in the same 
system. "I can't afford it" is no 
Wolf. 
Not only the alcoholic, but his 
or_ her "friends, family members, 
colleagues, or supervisor may re-
quest assistance in dealing with 
problems resulting from alco-
. holism. ''Tfiis calls for even more 
delicate handling," said Wulf. 
"The volunteers are adept at that 
particular situation." 
The volunteers serve primarily ' 
faculty and staff, Wulf said. 
When they receive a call from a 
student; they call instead another 
young person associated with any 
of several alcohol assistance 
agencies to work with the stu-
dent. "No one has been turned 
away," Wulf said. 
Since the program was begun 
last May, a number of persons 
have used the service and are 
taking care of drinking problems. 
"The volunteers are the ones 
who deserve the credit," said 
Wulf, since the service demands 
"a real commitment on their 
part." A volunteer may receive 
calls on holidays or drive to 
someone's house in the middle 
of the night. 
The Alcohol Assistance Pro-
gram serves every· campus in the 
University System--Plymouth, 
Concord, Manchester, Keene and 
Durham. 
Volunteers monitor the state-
wide answering service and ref er 
the calls to the local network. 
"We set up the program with 
very little administrative in-
volvement," said Wulf. "The ad-
ministration never kno·ws the i-
dentity of people who call the 
answering ~ervice. 
\ 
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Bianco says no further rebates 
for remaining build-up students 
By Harriet Hobbs · · Students that are moved out of those clothes we have to move 
Students living in lounge build• lounges mid-semester will have our refri~rator." 
ups and triples have already re-· their bills pro-rated, according to Jane Stevens a freshman 
cei~ed a 20 percent reduction in Robillard. "For example," he living in Stoke 'Hall, does not 
their housing bill and are not go- said, "if you live in a lounge for mind the inconvenience of losing 
ing to r_eceive any fu~ther re~ate, six weeks, six-sixteenths of your the floor's ironing room. "They · 
accordmg to Dave Bianco, direc• bill shows a 20 percent reduction (students in build-ups) need a 
tor of Resi_~entiaJ Life. and ten-sixteenths charges regu- place to stay as much as anyone 
"Students living in quads and lar room rates." else does " she said. There's a 
conv_erted ironin~ r~oms ~id ~ot Some students say they are couple of' people who complain 
r~ceive a reduction m their bilJ confused and are still under the about losing the ironing room but 
PAGE THREE 
and wilJ not receive anv rebat.e. " impression that they are going to we tell them to shut-up." ' 
said -M¥c Rob~,, ~--h<lus~ receive a cash rebate. They ob- A representative-of Stoke Dorm ~-
co-o~dmator. R_e~iden~ial ~ife jected to paying the full price of government who wished to ,re-
considers these, hvmg si~uatrnns a double when they are living in main anonymous said, "There 
normal and we re_ chargmg stu- an ironing room with no desk, shouldn't be any question about 
- dents the regular rate for a dou- chair, or bureau to store clothing. rebates. Within the first week 
ble." . . they ( Residential Life) should 
Accordmg to RobilJard, 50 to 89 Kim~Matyas, a freshman living have started giving them out." 
students will still be in lounges by in a Stoke ironing room·, said, "I Bianco said any form of rebate 
the end of the semester. . heard we were going to receive a due students has already been 
"We've been breaking down rebate second semester, and we given by bill reductions at the 
huil~-ups: by giving_ t~e I;:rsest dei;erve it. I think this · placo start of tbe school year. 
holdmg rooms top prrnnty, Rob- stinks. We're lacking so much- While pointing out that students 
ilJard said: "Those ~uild-ups t~at we have no desk, no chairs, and assigned to build-ups did receive 
are most mconvement and give we have to keep some of our comprehensive letters before ar-
~s th~ most pr~blems are also be- clothes in a trunk underneath our Rebates page 14 
mg given pnonty :' '_ ref~ig_eratot. Every time we need ' 
UNH ·~taff complains 
wage increases unfair 
By Kate McClare 
A UNH operating staff worker 
Tuesday charged the University 
with unfair salary increase prac-
tices. Richard Sherman, a 
plumber, said rais~f given t-0 fac-
ulty as well as staff have 
resulted in less money going to 
staff worker in raises. 
He said the faculty gets most of 
the money for raises. His pay is 
so low one of his children is on a 
free lunch program at her scho9l, 
he said, and he has to use food 
- stamps. 
Sherman made the charges at a 
meeting of the operating staff 
with President Eugene Mills1 Vice Provost o( Budget and Ao-
ministration AlJan Prince, 
Trustee Paul Holloway and Per-
sonnel Director Frederick Arn-
old. 
Sherman's complaints concern 
money allocated by the state 
, legislature for an average seven 
per cent pay hike for faculty and 
staff. This was to be divided on 
the basis of merit, according to 
Personnel Assistant Donald Or-
lando. The legislature also ap-
proved a seven per cent across-
the-board raise for state workers. 
. Director of University Rela-
tions Peter Hollister said the 
money for the raises amounted to 
$4.5 million. 
Sherman said later, "Every-
body gets the seven per cent, but 
by the time they give seven per 
_ cent to everybody, alJ the 
money's gone." 
Hollister said in a telephone in-
terview, ''There was a pool of 
money set aside for the faculty 
which represented seven per 
cent. This is treated differently 
from the staff money simply be-
cause (faculty) are different · 
from the PAT (Professional and 
Technical employees and operat-
ing staffs." · _ ._ 
He said staff workers were 
given a separate sum of money 
amounting to a seven per cent in-
crease, "but it- is administered 
. differently.'' 
Four and a half per cent is for 
merit increases, two per cent for 
adjustments to the outside job 
market and one half per c~nt is 
for "superior performance" 
raises. he explained. He said the 
faculty divided their seven per 
cent on a merit basis. . 
Accord1ng to Orlando, workers 
are classified in eight "steps.'' 
After six months there 
is an automatic promotion from 
step one to step two. After that, 
annual evaluations determine 
whether to promote the worker 
to a higher pay grade. 
At the meeting, Holloway said 
51 per cent of step eight workers 
will receive a $500 bonus as in-
centive, since they can go no 
higher on the pay ladder. 
Sherman said staff workers 
have been decei_ved by the Uni-
-versity administration about 
raises. He said workers were· told 
they were being given raises, but 
that money would have to come 
-to them anyway when they were 
reviewed by their supervisors. 
The faculty, however, _ "got 
bumped up one step plus got the 
seven per cent raise,'' he said. 
''The faculty got seven per 
cent, but when· it came down to 
the staff, _they averaged four 
per cent," Sherman said. 
He said, "Something is happen-
ing to all this money.'' 
Orlando said the other 2.5 per 
cent of .the staff increases goes 
to "range movement" and "su-
perior performance" increases. 
"Range 4movement" occurs 
Many will remain through semester 
Eugene Mills 
when 'the University finds a c.~r-
tain job does not pay the same 
as jobs in the outside market. 
"We raised the salary of all 
people in clerical positions," said 
Orlando. "At least once every 
two years we review the job to 
be up to date in terms of exter-
nal equities. If it's okay, we don't 
raise it. The jobs that are 
furthest out of whack come first 
We only can go so far in one year 
untilthere's no more money," 
Orlando said range movement 
is "an ongoing thing. If a posi-
tion is to be moved up, an ef-
fective date is going to be set 
and the person will see that." 
Hollister said both faculty and 
staff raises are awarded on a 
merit basis. "There probably will · 
be a few operating staff who will 
get nothing," he said. Orlando 
said "some faculty get more than 
the seven per cent, and some may . 
receive more" on the basis of 
their performance. 
Hollister said supervisors eval-
uate workers' performances. 
"What may be satisfactory to one 
supervisor may not be to 
another,'' he said. 
Operating Staff. page 17 
The build-ups will remain through the end of the first 
semester. (Dennis Giguere photo) 
· Gang roams campus, 
Mills' house 8 target 
By Paul Keegan , One sophomore male from 
No injuries were reported and South Congreve, who wished to 
two windows were broken early remain anonymous, was part of 
yesterday morning when a large the group. He said it all started 
throng of students gathered spon- when a group from the Quad went 
taneously and noisily roamed to Stoke Hall and began yelling at 
about campus, according to cam- the residents there. 
pus police. "I was in my dorm (Congreve) 
Police estimated that 800 stu- when I heard a roar around 
dents grouped together, dis- Stoke," the student said. "I heard 
banded, and regrouped several firecrackers and yelling, so I 
times between , midnight and went downstairs and joined them. 
2 a.m. chanting loudly, engaging "There were a couple of huh-
in what appeared to be area and dred people from the Quad 
dorm "shouting rivalries," ac- screaming at Stoke, but they left. 
cording to eyewitness~s and the Then, a little while later, kids 
. police. Other estimates ranged· from Area I got together and we 
from 200 to a high of 1500. charged into the Quad. We 
Police haven't determined if gathered in the middle of the 
windows in Stoke and South Con- Quad yelli~g obscene things·. 
. grev.e Halls were broken by the "After awhile, the kids from 
crowd. Lieutenant Lloyd Wood the Quad jpined us and we must 
said the windows would cost un- have numbered about 1500 kids 
der $100 to replace, and that the walking towards Christensen. 
damage was minimal for "a People from Williamson started 
crowd that size." - throwing fQOd and empty cans at 
Wood said there were no us, and we were all yelling like 
arrests made and that there did before," he said. 
not seem to be many inebriated "Then we hit the mini-dorm 
students. The police, he said, area, but it started to die out. We 
were monitoring the students stopped at <UNH President 
con~tantly. . Eugene) Mills' house and started 
Lie~tenant Paul Ross said yelling things like, 'Wake up 
roammg _student crowds have Millsie' and 'Tuition I too high! 
gathered ii:i the .. past, the most - and 'Mills pay the bills: _ 
notable bemg two y~ars ago Mills was unavailable for com-
when c~rs were vandahzed, the ment 
front door of Stoke was br~ken, "It· broke up after that." the 
a~d so~eone ~~s. s~~uck with a ~student said, "although soi:ne 
stick with a nail m it. kids went down near the frater-
Assistant Dean of Stude_nts nitie~." Asked if he knew why the 
Robe~ Gallo was calle?. to the students gathered, he said, "It 
scene m what he called _normal just seemed like the rowdy thing 
procedure" for a maJor oc- to do. I think it helped relieve a 
currence. lot of tension.'' 
"It w~s just a_ b1:1nch .~f peol?le He said "a sma_ll part"' of the 
screammg at bmldmgs, he said. group had been drinking. 
"They were just blo~ing off a lit- UNH Psychology professor 
tie steam. I've seen 1t a number Lance Cannon was not familiar 
of ti~es at othe~ universities._ I with · yesterday morning's oc-
was Just there m case anythmg b - · 
_got crazy.'' · Mo , page 13 
_On-campUs build-ups still home for 200 
By Judi Paradis 
Housing Coordinator, Marc Ro-
billard said 200 students are still 
living7ii temporary housing, in-
cluding 100 in lounge build-ups 
and 100 more in triples. 
He said the original estimate of 
80 to 100 students remaining in 
, bu_ild-ups -for .the entire first se-
mester is still accurate, althougti 
he will have a better idea next 
week when the room change per-
iod is over. 
"Right now," Robillard said, 
"some people are moving without 
telling-us." 
A dozen students moved out of 
Stoke Hall last week, according 
to Robillard. Most expressed re-· 
lief in leaving the build-ups evE:n 
though they ran into a -few prot>-
lems. -
Alice Moore, who has been liv-
ing in a six-person lounge, said, 
"At first there was a lot of con-
flict about who'd go where, but 
everything straightened out and 
we're still friends." 
Her former roommate. Sue Ur-
ban said, "I'm glad I'm out of the 
btiild-up,.but-I'm having trouble .. 
adjusting to m}' new ·floor even 
though everybody is super nice 
there." 
Urban said she was puzzled a-
bout why their build-up was se-
lected to move. "I thought it 
was strange because the next 
door build-up is a lot less nice," 
she said. "We had carpeting and 
plenty of room, but they don't.'' 
When deciding which build-ups 
have priority to move out first, 
Robillard said he must consider 
how inconvenienced the students 
are and what the rooms used for 
build-ups are normally used for. 
· There are other students in 
Stoke who said they hope to re-
main in their build-ups for the en-
tire semester. These students 
are living in large, carpeted loun-
ges on the ground floor with one 
roommate. 1 
Barb McGrath said, "We have 
good-sized rooms and a friendly 
atmosphere. It's quiet down here 
and the people are pretty consid-
_erate. I'm a_djusted to this and it 
would burn me up if they moved 
us." 
"If they wait until next semes-
ter to move us," Mary Dwane 
added, "it will be easier to get 
adjusted to a new area because 
we wilJ be starting out again with 
new classes and new people." 
"It's scary not knowing where 
you'll end up," said Nancy Mac-
Phee, expres.5ing the view of many 
students, "Kids on other floors 
have already become friends. I 
don't want to feel like a new-
comer." 
Robillard said these students 
will be allowed to remain in these 
build-ups f?r the semester. 
Build-ups, pa~ 6 
Marc Robillard 
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Sponso~ term program a success 
Three-day women in media program draws over 2,000 
By Libby Von Grimm 
Over 2000 students, faculty and 
residents from throughout New 
Hampshire attended the three-
day symposium, "Media 
Images: Focus on · Women," 
which was held Tuesday through 
yesterday in the Memorial Union 
Building. Featured during the 
days were panels on journalism, 
television and radio, a film work-
shop, and two advertising work-
shops. The movies "Antonia" and 
the Oscar-winning "Harlan 
County, U.S.A.," and folksinger 
Robin Fields . were presented in 
the evenings. 
The journalism panel and 
second advertising workshop, 
Jean Kilbourne's slide show of 
sexist magazine ads, were 
espec:ially popular. Members of i 
the audiences filled out evalua-
tion forms, with the choices "In-
teresttng1useful, " ··oka}', " or 
· "Boring" for each program. 
Globe dance critic and free-lance 
' writer Laura Shapiro, and fem-
inist. poet and free-lancer Karen 
Lindsey, also of Boston. The 
moderator was UNH Associate 
English Professor, Annette Kol-
odny, who formerly was an assis-
tant editor of the international 
edition of Newsweek. 
The panel was highly person- . 
able, informative, and lively. · 
Questions from the audience took 
up more than an hour. Tempest · 
called herself "a medium-sized 
fish in a small pond," and spoke 
about being a divorced working 
.mother with eight children. 
Tempest said, "It's hard to 
raise a family and work. I have 
to hold family meetings often. 
But good things are happening. 
We've a real opportunity to raise 
our sons differently--when we 
raise kids, we're selling working 
conditions for the next genera-
tion." 
. Ac~ording to Fran Schmidt and 
Anita Durel, members of the 
symposium's coordinating com-
mittee, the overwhelming ma-
jority of people circled "Interes-
ting and Useful" and aslced that 
the programs be held again in the 
future. 
Tempest sai_d that she f~und 
her readers eniov best the 1 
columns she writes concerning 
her busy life with her large 
family. · 
Five women in television told an audience of over 100 that there are many career opportunities 
open today for women. From left are, Natalie Jacobson, Sandra Fryou, Paula Korn, Lisa Tay-
lor and Mary Stewart. (Art Illman photo) · 
Five-hundred people attended 
the program's keyn~te-address 
by Shana Alexander.• . ( See 
separate story in this issue.) 
Wednesday morning, from 
10 a.m. until noon, 100 partici-
pated in the journalism panel. 
Featured pan~lists were Free 
Press and Rochester Courier 
editor Jeanne Temp~st, Boston 
Lindsey said her major com-
mitment is to radical feminism. 
She is also a former columnist for 
the Boston Herald American. · 
Next month's issue of Ms. Maga-
zine will feature her cover story 
on sexual harassment of women, 
on-the-job. 
Lindsey said she urges people 
to support "real" alternative 
papers, such as the Boston fem-
inist paper, Sojourner, which she 
writes for without pay. She said 
The Real Paper, Boston Phoenix, -
and •Village Voice were no longer 
true alternative papers as they 
have been "integrated into the 
capitalist press." 
Sbapiro said, "I first suggested 
to the old Boston Phoenix in 1971 
that they needed a women's 
colurlin, but interest. was less 
than zero. We finally got one 
every two weeks or so, but it 
really took a long time. When I 
started out, I was really stupid 
and not aggressive--)ust happy to 
Alexander's speech a mixture 
·of facts, · questions, experiences 
By Nancy Rigazio ' Speaking before a standing- • 
"Management of television room-only audience in the Straf-
companies and big publishing ford Room, she said this is a good 
companies is a bastion of men," year to get into the magazine 
said journalist Shana Alexander business. 
Tuesday night in a speech before "Three hundred-severity maga- . 
almost 500 people in the Memor- zines started last year," said 
ial Union Building. Alexander. "This is supposed to 
Initiating UNH's Women in the be the best year in magazine 
Media · symposium, Alexander history. Television has no more 
told the predominantly female time slots for which to sell ad- · 
audience that women's opportu- vertising, so the ad agencies are 
nities in journalism remain "not going to m,agazines. McCall's 
too ~sanguine." She pointed out . November issue is the biggest in 
two instances. in. which male · its history. It has more ads than 
editors of People magazine and a ever. . 
new magazine called Women told ''Last summer McCall's hired 
her they are having trouble five students," she added. "The 
finding qualified women for high magazine was then able to hire 
· positions with the publications. four of them on a full-time basis.•• 
"I told them that we al_l got into At the speech's outset, Alexan-
the business because editors had der told the audience she was un-
giyen us a chance. Unqualified sure what it wanted to hear. She 
women need a chance, too," said offered a jumble of facts on the 
Alexander, who appears on CBS 's journalism business, anecdotes 
"Sixty Minutes" each week in a . on her past experience, jokes and 
· debate ~ith· James Kilpatrick. thought-provoking questio11s. 
"They were too oolite to say that She wore a loose-fitting brown . 
I wasn't really a woman." shirt over brown corduroy pants 
The audienr.e r.hnr.kled. which flaired above her ankles to . 
show brown leather boots. A 
multi-colored scarf was tied at 
her neck and extended to her 
thighs. 
"I had a great career in sinking 
magazines," she said jokingly. 
"It took me 20 years to sink Life. 
Then I worked for a magazine 
called Flair which didn't last 
long. I killed McCall's quickly. 
They fired me and I resigned." 
More laughs. 
She described one of' her first 
interviews which was with a then 
pregnant Gypsy Rose Lee. "I 
· asked her if she planned to return 
to work after she had the baby. 
She answered, 'Yes, I can't have 
everything going out and nothing 
coming in."' 
More laughs. 
Alexander briefly spoke on the 
mechanics of her debates with 
conservative James Kilpatrick. 
"We phone each other once a 
week and agree to disagree. This 
week we are going to talk about 
the Ralph Nader group working 
for hot<:logs and cold beer in ball 
parks. I'm in favor_ of it. I don't 
More than 100 people jammed the television panel_ for the media symposium. (Art Illman 
photo) . . · 
be there. Over the years I've got- newscaster from Channel 5 in 
ten smarter." Boston, Mary Stewart - news-
For ;k>b hints for women, Sha- caster from Boston's Channel 4 . . 
· piro offered, "You'll never find a Lisa Taylor, the nroducer of 
place ·where they want women, Channel· 4's "Woma·n '77," and 
but you might find one where Sandy Fryou, crew chief in Dur-
they're embarrassed nof to have ham. Many of the 100 audience 
any. If you are a women, you lit- members asked specific ques-
erally have to be a whole lot bet- tions about how each of the pan-
ter than most men." elists got involved in television 
From 1:30 to 3:45 p.m. the tele- and'what their specific jobs en-
vision panel featured moderator tailed. 
Paula Korn from. Channel 11 in Media page 17 
Durham, Natahe Jacobson, _1_ , -------
Shana _Alexander was the keynote speaker for Media 
Images: Focus on Women. (Art Illman photo) 
know how Jack is going to oppose She questioned the ethics of 
it." Walter Cronkite saying each 
More laughs. night at_ the end of his news 
"Then CBS tapes me in New broadcasts, "That's the way it 
York and ·Kilpatrick in Washing- is." 
ton. With the magic of television "That's not the way it is," she 
it appears we are face to face. said, adding that the news we see 
"I mean What I say on the air," on television is what white males 
Alexander added."! can't believe _. want to present. 
Jack means what he says." "That," she said, "makes me 
Toward the end of the program, nervous." 
Alexander addressed current Lastly Alexander mentioned 
questions concerning the media. · the Florida murder trial of Ronny 
She asked what people learn Zamora, the 15-year-old defen-
from the recent docu-dramas dent who is pleading innocent in 
such as "Behind Closed Doors" the murder of an elderly woman. 
and "The Trial of Lee Harvey His defense rests on 'liis '''ad-
Oswald." Docu-dramas are tele- diction" to television violence, 
vision productions in which his- claiming Zamora suffered from 
torical personalities and facts are "involuntary subliminal tele-
m1xed with fiction. vision intoxication." 
"They portray pseudo-reality," "If he isn't guilty of the mur-
said Alexander. "They are a con- · der," Alexander asked, "and 
fusing mixture of fact, rumor and television didn't kill the person, 
distortion." then who killed the victim?" ·, 
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Unification Church gets MUB clearance 
Moonies 
cqntinued from page 1 
fication Church, I think Sanborn 
made the right decision. The open 
expression of viewpoints and 
ideas is based on legal 
precedents." 
do1 When I see a 'Moonie' talking · 
to someone on campus, I have 
nothing to say about that." 
He said he "would hope" 
church members are not 
harassed either. "That's all I 
need," he added. 
'.'Any group, regardless of the 
use of University facilities, can 
approach students on campus," 
said 0nore. He added, "There is 
a University policy concerning 
solicitation and intimidation. I 
don't anticipate anything like 
that happening." 
Student Caucus member Jay 
Beckingham said, ''I think it 
stinks. The controversy shows 
that it is a potential threat. They 
shouldn't allow organizations 
with the potential to damage stu-
dents to come in here. Even the 
fact that accusations should be 
made is enough to give me bad 
feelings. We have the right to say 
no. I'm sure other organizations 
have been refused." 
. Campus Crusade for Christ 
Director Russell Bjork said of the 
decision, "In a sense I have to say 
Moonies, page 17 
Asked if his decision was in-
flue.nced by the thr~at of legal 
action by the church in the event 
their request was denied, San-
born said he was concerned with 
protection of "First and· Four-
teenth Amendment rights." He 
said he did not consider legal 
action as a threat of any kind. · . ''I don't think the legal question ..., _____________________ _, 
is an important matter here," he 
said. "The question is what is 
best for the student body. I think 
people will understand that the 
decision was made in the in-
- terests of students." . 
0nore said, "I never felt there 
would be a le2al auestion. I knew 
the best decision would be made 
given the parameters of the issue. 
The decision made was the only 
realistic decision.'' 
Sanborn said, "It is a sensitive 
matter based on previous ex- , 
perience and publicity received 
by the Unification Church. I could 
not divorce from my mind the 
whole question of CARP (Col~ : 
legiate Association for the Re-
search of Principles). 'CARP, 
then an arm of the Unification 
Church, was active at UNH until-
they left following an investiga-
- tion in the spring of 1975. 
Asked what action he would 
take should the church start ac-
tive solicitation or harassment of 
students, O'Neill said, "I have a 
lot of reservations about the Uni-
fication Church based on their 
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: . PETTEE BROOK MARKET ~ 
··*************** 
Corner of Madbury Rd. 
and Pettee Brook Lane 
Open 7 Days a week 
7 a.m. -11 p.m. 
Fancy Meats and Fine Provisions 
·Come in and Try our 




every Fri. & Sat. at the 
CAPE NEDDICK 
INN 
Rhythm & Blues 
50's Rock 'n' Roll By 
BEN BALDWIN & THE BIG NOTE 
25 min. drive 
.. From the Portsmouth Circle 
. go 95N to York 
Rt. 1 N to Cape Neddick Inn 
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL 
>> FREE shampoo «« 
with every cut and blow dry. 
Total price to you ONLY $6.50 
The "works" costs less at 
29 Ma.in.St., Durham 
PAGE FIVE 
campus calendar 
FRIDAY, October 7 
MEN'S GOLF: ECAC, Dartmouth College, Hanover, 
N.H. All day. 
MUB PUB: "Big Screaming McGrew," Rock & B]ucs, 
8p.m. 
SATURDAY, Octobers 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Rhode Island and Connecticut. 
: Lundholm Gymnasium, 1 p.m. · 
MUB PUB: "Big Screaming McGrew," Rock & Blue~, 
8p.m. 
SUNDAY, October 9 
MEN'S JV FOOTBALL: Maine, Cowell Stadium, 1:30 p.m. 
PROJECTIONS: "Take Me Out to the . Ball Game," 
directed by Busbey Berkely,- starring Frank Sinatra and 
Gene Kelly. Strafford Room. Memoria] Union. 7 and 
9:30 p.m. Admission $.75 or MUSO film pass. 
SCOPE CONCERT: Nils Lofgren, Field House, 8 p.m. 
Student tickets $3.50. Ceneral Admission $5.00. 
MUB PUB: Oldies, 8 p.m. 
MONDAY, October 1 O 
ART SHOW AND SALE: Choose from sketches, photo-
graphy, etc. Babcock, Main Lounge~ 7 p.m. 
TUESDAY.October 11 
HUMANITIES LECTURE: Fi-lm and discussion: "The 
Character of Oedipus," and "Oedipus Rex: Man and God." 
Richards A~ditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY: Plymouth, Memorial Field, 
3:30p.m. 
MUB PUB: Film "Alice's Restaurant," 7 and 9 p.m. 
,. Sponsored by SCOPE. 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is pubfjshed and distributed serni-weekly throughout the 
academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial .Union Building. Durham. 
NH. 03824. Phone 862-1124 or 8621490. Yearly subscription $!UMJ. Second class 
postage paid at Durham. -N.H. Total number of copies printed 10.500. at Castle 
Pvl-ili~~•lions. Plaistow. N. H. 
FRANKLIN 
THEATRE 
Fri.-Sat Oct. 6-8 
6: 30-8:30 
Robbie Benson 
"ONE ON ONE" 
Sun.-Mon. Oct. 9-10 
6:30-8:30 
Allan Bates 
''KING OF HEARTS'• 
Tues. Only 
6:30-8:40 
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• notices 
GENERAL 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES of the Sea Grant Pro-
gram <2-1053) and the Marine program (2-1383) have 
moved, temporarily, to Room G235 Parsons Hall. 
FoFmerly housed in Kingsbury Hall, Sea Grant and 
the Marine Program will remain in Parsons Hall 
until construction of the new Marine Program building 
is completed later .this year. Mail for both programs 
should still be sent to Kingsbury Hall. Marine Advisory 
Progra~ < 2-1889) offices will also remain in Kingsbury 
until the building is completed. 
SENIOR PORTRAIT SIGN-UP AND 'n-YEARBOOK 
HANDOUTS: Monday, October 3 through Friday, 
October 14, MUB Top Floor tables. 10-1 p.m. '76 
and '77 yearbooks can also be picked up. Seniors: 
Sign-up now for your portrait. We don't want anyone 
left out of the '78 Granite. 
CLASS RING_ SALES: Sponsored by Senior Key. 
Weqnesdays, from 11 a.m.-1 p.m., and Thursdays, 
from 1-3 p.m., Memorial Union, Top Floor. A ia. 
deposit is required upon .on;lering. 
CENA MEJICANA EN TORT.ILLA FLAT DE PORTS-
MOUTH: domigo, oct; nos reuniros a las 4:30 
en el aparcamiento de. T-Hall; comeremos a las 5 en 
Portsmouth. Reservas: Helen Evans o Susana Gonye, 
2-1218, Murktand Hall, 209 o 304. ' 
ITALIAN LUNCHEON : Convcroation, coffee, cind ~nd~ 
wiches. Tuesdays; 12 noon. And, Italian Coffee Hour. 
Wednesdays, 4 p.m. J\furkland Halt, Room 102B. Open to 
all who wish to pracfjce their language skills. 
STORY TIME FOR CHILDREN: For ages 31 2•5'. No 
registration necessary. Friday, October 7, Childrerfs 
Room, Libr.ary, 10 a,m. each Friday through November 
4. 
ACADEMIC 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DECSYSTEMl0: Free, 
non-credit computer course meets Tuesday, October 11, 
and Thursday, October 13, in Kingsbury Hall, Room 
M308. from 3: 30-5 p.m. For more information and to reg-
ister, call 862-2323. This is a two-day course. 
FORTRAN: Free. non-credit course meets on October 
12, 17, 19, 24, and 26, in Kingsbury Hall, Room 103, from 
2-4 p.m. For more information and to register, call 862-
2323. This is a five-session course. 
TECO WIZARDRY: Free, . non-credit course meets 
Thursday, October 13, in Kingsbury Hal), Room M227, 
from 2-4 p.m. For more information and to register call 
862-2323. 
CALIFORNIA EXCHANGE: Come find out how you can 
spend a semester or a year in Chico or San Diego. Tues-
day, October 11, Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial 
t)nion, 1-2 p.m. Sponsored by the Dean of Students Office~ 
WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP: Spring semester. The 
application deadline is October 15. For complete inform-
ation, see Professor H. Sherman, Ombudsman's Office, 
Room 51, Hamilton-Smith Hall. 
N.E. SECTION OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOC-
IETY: "Electronic Structure of Amorphous Materials," 
David Adler, MIT; "The Structure of Oxide 'Glasses -
Historical & Contemporary,"· R.obert Shaw, P.R. Mal-
lory Co., Inc.; "Formation & Structure of Glassy Met· 
als," Franz Spaepen, Harvard. Saturday, October 8, 
Howes Auditorium, DeMeritt Hall, 10:30a.m.-12:30p.m. 
CAREER 
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Video 
tape, lecture, and discussion on the "ins-and-outs" of the 
job interview. Career Planning and Placement, 203 Hud-
dleston, Monday, October 10, 6:30 p.m. 
CAREER EXPLORATION WORKSHOP: Module A: 
Self-Assessment: Personal review. Tuesday, October 
11, Senate Room, Memorial Union, 3:30-5 p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
ECKANKAR INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SOCIETY: 
Eckankar is the oldest esoteric path known. These age-
old teachings are presented freely to those interested in 
exploring new areas of awareness. Introductory meet-
ing, Wednesday, October 12, Room 320, Memorial Un-
ion, 7:30-9p.m. 
TESSERACT SCIENCE FlCTION SOCIETY: Meeting, 
Tuesday, October 11, Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 
8:30p.m. 
SPF.<:TAT. PRO.TF.C:1' MA(;AZTNF. PROPOSAT.<;;• Any 
groups nesiring to publish a. special project magazine 
must submit a written proposal to Student Press , Room 
153, Memorial Union, no later than 1 p.m., Friday, Octo-
ber 7, 1977. 
INTRAMURALS 
CO-REC ROSTER DEADLINES: Co-Rec Basketball · 
rosters due Monday, October 10, Senate Room, Memor-
ial Union, 6 p.m. Watch for Co-Rec Volleyball. Begins 
sometime in February. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS 
MEN'S SWIMMING AND DIVING TEAM: Informa-
tional and organizational meeting. Friday, Octooer 7, 
Swasey Pool Balcony, Field House, 7 p.m. If you want to 
swim or dive and cannot attend, contact Coaeh F. Helies 
any afternoon at the pool, begining October 17. 
CLUB SPORTS 
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Practice Tuesday, Thursday 
October 11 & 13 8-10 P.M. N.H. Hall. Includes beginning 
instruction and advanced playing. 
.... 
SQUASH CLUB: Practice and Meeting, Tuesday Octo-
ber 11\ 8 P .M. Field House Courts. Looking for people in-
_ terested in playing for fun as well as intercollegiate 
competition. Instruction available: 
FENCING CLUB: Meeting and practice, Monday, Octo-
ber 10, Fencing salon N.H. Hall at 7:30 P.M. Beginning 
Instruction available. 
***** FREE***** 
A photo of you, or you & your roommat e( s ), · 
or you and a small group of acquaintances, or 
you and a special friend, or you and an enemy, 
or you and a passerby-at ~ur annual £unfilled 
photo day. 
********** WOW! ********** 
0 .ur Berkey photographer 
will take your free picture 
Friday, October 14 11 a.m.-4 p.m. 
NO APPOIJ~TMENT ,NEEDED 
TOWN & CAMPUS Photo Center 
64 Main Street Durham 868-9661 
Build-ups will rentain 
for 1nany fresh1nen 
Build-ups 
continued from page 3 
''They are staying in brand new 
rooms," Robillard said. "The 
purpose of them hasn't been de-
cided yet and these are the least 
inconvenienced people." 
Robillard said moving students 
out of build-ups is a very slow 
process because the Housing Of-
fice attempts to place stud_ents in 
the same residence hall or at 
least the same area. 
"There is some• resistance to 
moving out of a residence hall, 
especially five weeks into these-
mester," Robillard said. "At the 
beginning of the semester it took 
a day to move students once a 
vacancy was ·located. But now 
there are so many considerations 
that it takes a week." 
Another delay is caused when 
an opening occurs in a single or 
a mini-dorm, according to Rob-
illard. The mini-dorms screen 
students to try to find one suited . 
to that dorm's special interest. 
When a single is vacated, he ad-
ded, the head resident must first 
set up some kind of a priority 
list to decide who gets to move· 
in because singles are in .such 
high demand. 
EARN EXTRA MONEY 
EARLY MORNING ROUT~ CARRIERS 
The Boston Globe has openings 
ror morning nome dell very 
carriers. Established Routes 
NEWMARKET&LEEAREAS 
-Liberal mileage allowance 
Economical car an advantage 
Many customers prepay. · 
call Mrs. La France at 742-1578 
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
MEN! 
are you having problems 
keeping your hair in tune 
with the latest hair styles? 
. have you thought about 
a support system for your ha.ir? 
ask about the 
MINI VAGUE SUPPORT SYSTEM 
for your hair ... , 
868-7363 
. .. at the 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
-CONTEST!! 
ioeadline Nov. 1st 
NO ENTRY FEE!I 
B & Wand Color Categories . 
~ ·prizes each Category· 
Submit Photos to:-
Muso rm. 148 mub 
1st Place 
$ 50 Gift Certificates 
to Rivers Camera 
Photo$· must be Mounted 
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_ with special guests PIERCE ARROW , -
Sunday October 9 8 P .M.· at The Field House 
I 
_ Tickets $3.50-student 
$5.00-general admission & at Door 









Check out our. 
Columbus Day 
Special 
on a select group 
of gauchos, shirts, 
vests &jeans 
from 
LEVIs FOR GALS 
BODY &SOLE 







CAMP 7 Vests. They retain warmth where you need it most, yet 
allow for maximum flexibility of movement. 
: You'll hardly know you have this versatile garment on--and you 
won't believe how warm it will keep ·you when you need it. Great 
for to and from school, around campus, football games, skiing, 
you name it! · 
Functional design features include no sewn thru shoulder 
seams, two-way hand warmer pockets, prime 9uck down insula-
tion, tall collar and a long back. Dacron/Cotton outer shell for in-
creased durability and\vater repellency. , . ' 
Come in.and see this great "coat" today! 
lllildtrntss . uwi/1 
· pet tee brook lane . 
durh~. new ~pshire 0382.it 
tel. 868-5584 
Wilderness camping, backpacking 
and ski touring equipment 
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APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED 
Dovers;Newest Lounge 
The Norsemen Lounge-
We need bartenders, waitresses & waiters 
for our new lounge 
Experience _necessary. Apply in person 
Bowling Center Central Ave. Dover 
M.U.S.o~ Filni Society 
'*** 
is looking for people to help out with 
cir Thursday and Sunday fihn. series. We 1 
desperately need projectionists, ticket-takers 
and publicity peopl~. Please, if you are inter-
ested caU·2-1486 or come on down to our of-










continued from page 2 
Heidi -Sherman, The University 
ombudsman, said the ombuds-
man's office dealt with two cases 
of olagiarism which were ap-
pealed last year. "In one case 
the student was confused. She 
admitted to plagiarizing, but 
didn't seem to realize it was 
wrong. It is, of course, the worst 
kind of ottense in an academic 
environment." 
Crowson, who teaches French, 
said, "Every year, especially in 
intermediate courses, I get 
papers that have been copied. 
The most upsetting part is that 
these students have no desire to 
learn the assignment. If they 






8 THIRD STREE~, DOVER 







• M.I .A. CLOGS 
• FAMOLARE 
• KRONE CLOGS. 
• ·scHOLL 
• NURSE MATES 
... 't' , J " \ l .... j I ~j I,.;; I .. t - - ' t f "1 " ~ I \ ... 
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KISS & MAKE UP 
We have 
Halloween make up 
& fabric f qr costumes 
you can use our 
sewing machin~ too-
we' re nice & we' re ~elpful 
at The Out- Back 
Main.Street . Dur:h 
Circa1840 
The Isaac Dow House 
Quality Steaks, Seafood & Prime Rib 
Lunch and Dinner Served Daily 
Salad Bar 
Tavern Open Until Legal Closing 
M_aster Charge . American Expre~s 












AND FOR EVERYWHERE 
. . 
BODY&SOLE 
42 Main St. Durham 
PuttingF 
. this .. · 
. -face ·. 
1n your future. 
Y ~ur 14 ... idelity Union .-,Field Associate can 
help plan your financial future with 
Colleg~M~st~r. CollegeMaster is the nation•s 
le~der m hf e msurance for college seniors. 
Fmd outabout~CollegeMaster. 
Call the Fidelit)· Union CollegeMaster Qi:· 
Field ,\ssociate in ·.vour area: _ 
Barbara Marczak 
.,,,AL.,!======================:Ll .,___ ___ ~ __________ :,_:_J rt - 1Y BIZ ;,_...Ml-•0~>4El .. 04El9'( . 
I Emporium 





47 Main St- Durham 
(Next to Pizza pen) 
i Sale on Men's Shirts . 
i · for fall 
I ,-"--1 i 50 %! 
i = ' i I OFF i 
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editorial----
Another Thomson victory 
It appears as though the governor has finally 
got what he wants--a balanced state budget which 
fits into the $403 million guidelines he and his con-
servative friends ,in the Senate have established. 
But, this little coalition may be in for a surprise in 
the near future. 
Under the ~onstraints of a $403 million budget 
which passed through the Conference Committee 
this week, Ne}"' Hampshire residents may soon see 
that state agencies and departments cannot effec-
tively operate at such bare-boned levels. Vital pro-
grams and projects may soon have to be al-
together scrapped to fit into prearranged spending 
limits. 
This will become even more evident at the 
University through larger classes, fewer special 
. orogrami;: and m~re i.tudents living in- dormitory 
lounges and ironing rooms. 
The constraints of the budget which passed the 
conference committee freeze,, all hiring by state 
agencies until next June. New Hampshire, which 
boasts one of the lowest unemployment rates in 
the country, may not be able to boast for much 
longer. 
The net result is that the governor and his con .. 
servative senator friends will have to shoulder the 
blame when these things start happening. · They 
have controlled the tempo thus far in the budget 
negotiations and they'll be the ones the voters look 
to when programs are cut, projects are cancelled 
and jobs are lost. 
Some people think the University would be 
better off under the continuing resolution than 
under che terms of the -budget which has been 
agreed upon. Financially, this may be true. At 
least under the continuing resolution, spending is 
at last year's level and ~o lower. 
But in the long run, the University_, as with all 
_state agencies, may benefit. For putting up with a 
time of sacrifice, the agencies may force the 
leadership in Concord to finally realize that the 
bare-boned, tax-free budget is not ··: the right solu-
tion for New Hampshire. ,. 
These leaders may realize that the state needs in-
creased revenue. And the necessary revenue is not 
going to come from a larger· take at the pari-
mutuel windows at the race track, or through a 
new lottery give-away. . 
This is the budget the governor and· his senate 
friends wanted. They must stand by it or fall along 
with it. 
Points well taken 
There is a valuable lesson to be learned from the 
recently concluded Media Images: Focus on 
Women. The lesson is that women today have the 
best opportunity to get and to hold good jobs in 
good fields. It's up to the individual woman to go •. 
out and grab that opportunity. _ · 
vantage of 'these opportunities now, -because in a 
fe.w years, more women are going to be highly 
trained. The large corporations won't have to 
tram women for their jobs, and the job market 
Boston, tried to pinpoint how she has broken 
away from the stereotype of the sexy entertain-
ment critic. But, unfortunatdy, Stewart seems to 
fit the mold perfectly. Perhaps she is caught up in 
the wake of her predecessors, or in the glitter that 
goes along with certain phases of the arts. She, 
will level off." ' 
We can go through the arguments that we are 
living in a male-dominated world, and that 
women are bound into basic sexual molds. But 
things are changing, albeit slowly. 
Jacobson rightly noted that there may never be · 
a time like 1977 to 1980 for job opportunities for 
women. 
however, is the exception. · 
The majority of the women who enlivened the 
symposium have proven points to themselves and 
to the men and women around them: the career a 
woman wants is available to her if she can put-up 
with a few hassles, a lew indignities and a certain · 
number of prejudices which will only die slowly. 
Natalie Jacobson of Channel 5-; WCVB in Bos-
ton, summarized it best during the television panel 
discussion on Wednesday. 
"There is n:o better time for women than now," 
she said. "Large corporations and small corpora-
tions are opening job opportunities for women. 
These corporations are willing to train women, as 
well, for th~se good jobs. Women should take ad-
Many women are taking advantage of these op-
portunities. Most of the women involved- in the · 
symposium reported they were the first women to 
crack the sexual ' lines at their present . positions. 
They told of breaking the stereotypes that forced 
women to dr~ss, act, talk and work like the quiet, 
passive, sexual kittens they once were believed to 
But at least now, the· opportunity is there. 
That's progress. With some effort, there will be 
even more progress. Thank you to the organizers 
and the participanJs of the symposiqm·. Their 
be. . 
Otner women have not lived up to what they 
points were well taken. · might be. Mary Stewart of Channel 4, WBZ in 
letters----
Oldies 
To the Editor: 
Let's face it, Rick Bean is gone-at 
least for this semester. But was Sun-
day night oldies. night or was it Rick 
Bean night? If you went to the Pub 
on Sundays to see Rick B~an then you 
the 
new 
have a legitimate reason tor not going 
there now. But if you like oldies, then 
you don't. Even though Bean is gone, 
the music lives on. 
It lives in the person of Big Daddy 
John Hobbs. Althi:mgh his personality 
isn't like Bean's, it doesn't have to be. 
We're not talking of personalities. 
That's something a disc jockey de-
velops over a period of time when 
piaymg before a crowd. How can 
someone form a personality to a total 
of twenty-four people in front of him~ 
John Hobbs plays oldies. In fact, 
he plays good oldies, which is what 
counts. He can provide a good time for 
people if they give him a chance. He 
did for us. 
It was sad to look at John Hobbs 

















1 Editorial -Kathy Scrizzi Michelle Califano 
Assistant Sue Nickerson Susan Sowers Deidre Hamrock 
Rick Tomkins Karen Lincoln 
Staff Bill Tsoupas Nancy Loeb 
Reporters Lee Hunsaker Barbara Walsh Mark Mans 
Kate McClare Skip Wohlgemuth Cheryl Portaluppi 
Jayne Sears Kathy Simons 
Photog~aphers Brenda Cooperman Hillary Scott 
Reporters Philippa Benson Lee Hunsaker Production Associate Win Helfrich 
Maryanne Berry Artllfman 
Don Burnett . Jim Kaklamanos Circulation Manager Jim Elsesser 
Fred Carter Nick Novick 
Julia Coan Scott Spalding Advertising Manager TomAsacker 
Rosalie Davis June Wehrly 
Jerry Desmarais Advertising Associates Majorie Fedeli 
Steven Ericson Copy Editor Holly Dunn Valerie Heine 
Debby Gaul 
Melissa Greer Copy Typists Sally Easter 
Elizabeth Grimm Readers Bonnie Bethune Dianne Boutwell 
Julia Hanks Lavonne Brown Jeanette Engle Mike Kelly Karen. Ghioto Caren Feldstein Crystal Kent Patti Loisch Lynn Mattocci Laure Locke Sharon McCabe 
Tom Lynch Diane Niland Laura McLean 
Barbara Malone Nancy Olshan Joan Paye 
Dott Mattot Cathy Padham Shelly Praded -
Gerry Miles Pam Tweedie Becky Thompson Sue Wessels Steve.Norman Sue Wessels ~ermain Yeager Maureen aconnell Marty Fuller 
Judi Paradis Claudia Nesmith Accounts Manager Robert Spear Barbara Polichetti 
Nancy Rigazio Productions Billing Secretary Eilleen McGrath Barbara Scott Staff Debbie Basse-
leaned on his elbow with chin in hand .. 
He was a disappointed person. He had 
reason to be. There were a total of 
eight people in the Pub at that time. 
It was fitting that he played Don 
McLean and even more fitting that 
McLean sang, "That was the day the 
music died." Because isn't that really 
what we're talking about? Sundays 
can only live with you being there. 




P.S. Thank you, John. 
Screen 
as well ·as hardening of the arteries, 
has been found even in youngsters. -
Concern for blood pressure should 
exist for all age groups. People who 
become overweight increase their. 
chances of having high blood pressure. 
So do those who smoke. When high 
blood pressure does occur in the 
young, the consequences are apt to be 
more serious. Disorders of the heart 
and blood vessels start early, and 
good living habits should be instilled 
at an early age. 
Unfortunately, many people with 
high blood pressure sirnply don't 
realize that anything is wrong. The 
disease is often called the silent killer 
because it usually doesn't cause 
symptoms. It offers rio warning sig-
nals until a serious complication 
occurs. It is estimated that 11.5 million 
persons are unaware that they have 
high blood pressure. Each· year at 
. least 250,000 persons die as a result 
To the Editor: of high blood pressure complications. 
A University-wide screening pro-
gram to detect high blood pressure The goal of this program is to 
will be carried out during the last identify those whose OJooa pressur~ 
is elevated and alert them to its dan-
two weeks of October. All University gers, so that they can seek further 
students, faculty & staff will be offered evaluation from their physicians. 
an opportunity to receive a blood Since many health experts con-
pressure evaluation without cost. sider high blood pressure to be this 
In announcing the program, the 
Department of N11rsing, Sc. hool of country's number one health priority. 
This screening program will have 
Health Studies, and the · Health beneficial effects on the health and 
:,ervices personnel of Hood House 1. emphasize that participation will be 1ves of those within the University 
voluntary and that the findings will Co~~U!).ity · The pro~ram is partially 
be confidential Results will be given iunded by a Spauldmg Potter Com-
·. . . mumtyserv1cesgrant. 
only to the_ ~articipants a1_1d their per- ' Screening sites have been sele ted 
sonal phys1c1ans, upon their approval. . . , . . . c 
All participants will receive forms to facilitate access1b1hty. The pr?-
to fill out indicating their willingness gram scnectule is as tollows. 
to take part in the blood pressure --Monday, October 17, MUB-11 a.m.-
screening program. 2 p.m.; . . 
High blood pressure is a major --Monday, October 17, Wtlhamson 
health problem in this country. Even Hall-4 p.m.-6 p.m.; 
young adults experience this serious --Tuesday, October 18, MUB-11 a.m.-
problem. Although older people more 2 p.m.; 
often suffer heart attack and stroke, --Tuesday, October 18, Christensen 
disorders of the heart and blood Hall-4 p.m.-6p.m.; 
vessels -are not exclusively diseases -cWednesday, October 19, · Service 
of older persons. High blood pressure Building-9:30 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.: 
About i.~tters 
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and prmts them . 
as space allows, but cannot guarantee the mclus1on of any letter. 
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in order· 
to · be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Vinal decisions on lel-
ters are the editor's. . 
Mail letters to : Thi Editor, The New Hampshire. Room 151, Memorial Union 
Building, UNH. Durhar:a. N.H. 03824 
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--Thursday, October 20, Stoke Hall-
11 a.m.-1 p.m. and 4 p.m.-6 p.m.; 
--Monday, October 24, Library-10 
a.m.-3 p.m.; 
--Wednesday, October 26, Lee Cen-
ter-9:30 a.m.-11 :30 a.m. 
Budget 
To the Editor: 
Dotty Roux 
Hood House 
Goodness, have you all been taking 
editorial writing lessons from the 
Manchester Union Liar? Your cari-
catures of the state legislature have 
become increasingly vicious, and be-
fore you go much further along those 
lines, I would like to suggest that you 
identify your targets a little more 
carefully. 
After six long months of hard work, 
the House of Representatives did pass 
a new budget. In fact, they passed a 
new budget three times! These 
budgets involved some moderate in-
creases in state spending and some 
new "narrow-oasea·· taxes. However, 
the Senate summarily rejected every 
one of these budgets, insisting that 
it would only accept a budget that 
reduced state spending. A reduced 
budget flies in the face of reason be-
cause of recent inflation and because 
of the rapid population growth in New 
Hampshire. So the House finally had 
to recognize, somewhat reluctantly, 
· that it was caught in an irrational poli-
tical impasse. 
As for the University's position in 
all this I would suggest that you not 
be so iinpatient. The originc,il budget 
proposal for the University at Durham 
was no prize, by any standards. A 
revised budget that would, in your 
words: "olease the senate" _and 
"please the Governor'' would involve 
spending levels for Durham below the 
1976-77 levels. Sad to say, the Univer-
sity is better off living with a reso-
lution that allows us to continue spend-
ing at last year's level. Miracles do . 
happen, and so eventually the Senat_e 
and the Governor may come to their 
senses and allow an adequately fun-
ded budget to pass. 
·But, in the meantime; please don't 
hurl your editorial jibes at the House 
of Representatives. They are actually 
on your side this time. 
James Horrigan 
To the Editor: 
I have been contacted, as have other 
State Representatives, by UNH stu-
dents concerning the devastating pro-
posed cut of state support of the Uni-
versity System. I am opposed to such 
a cut since I understand how the im-
oact of highPr tuition \llould :1dvon:1oly 
affect the campus and the students. 
As a recent graduate of the Univer-
sity, I thought the tuition of the early 
1970's was too high, but compared to 
what it is and what it could become, we 
had it a lot easier. 
Taking a look at the budget contro-
versy, it's my observation that there 
are, simply, two different points of 
view. One is the Governor's, and his 
people, who seem to emphasize things. 
They want · a Spalding Turnpike, 12 




They want a turnpike interchange at 
an additional cost of $16 million. Those 
capital expenditures eventually affect 
the general operating budget, since 
the interest alone is in the millions 
of dollars. 
Then there's the view of most State 
Representatives, at the moment, and 
about half of the State Senators. We 
want to see continued priority spend-
ing for human services. We want to 
see the State Hospital improved. We 
know the needs for improvements at 
the Laconia State School. We back in-
creases in funding for the physically 
and mentally handicapped programs. 
And we support increased state aid for 
the University System. 
The Governor is obviously con-
cerned about some people. His friends. 
His staff. His campaign, financial 
backers. They receive important ap-
pointments.'Their programs are those 
being approved. Their budgets are 
those being funded. 
I hope the efforts of University s~u-
dents are aimed toward those legis-
lators who at the moment still back 
Governor Thomson's position on the 
budget, and at the Governor himself. 
Maybe in that we can assure that 
human services and educational op-
portunities continue, or improve. 
f"ern:1us It 1s overs1mp1Ifymg the sit-
uation, but it would seem time that 
the Governor and his followers learn 
that we should begin to love people · 
and use things rather than use people 
and love things. 
Someone should have a man-to-man 





To the Editor: 
To the Students of the University of 
New Hampshire: 
I am writing this year, as I did last 
year, to inform students that the Uni-
versity System of New Hampshire 
Board of Trustees care! We are a 
group of.25, who make decisions which 
alleCt each school in the University 
System. 
The Trustees generally meet once a 
month on one of the four campuses. 
We each must serve on sub-commit-
tees of the Board. The TrustP.es are, 
by and l~ge, dedicated people 
striving for excellence for N~w Hamp-
shire's University System. 
I serve as the only student trustee on 
the board, which means I must repre-
' sent approximately 20,000 students. 
This I assure you is not an easy task. 
Therefore, I am seeking advice from 
· students on any issue. At the present 
time I am advised by the student 
leaders of each campus. This, of 
· course will continue, but I would like 
to hea~ from any student dealing with 
dealing with their concerns. 
IC you woUl<l llKe LO Know more aoout 
the Trustees and their issues, please 
feel free to either attend a meeting or 
contact me at: 
Hewitt Road 
Spofford, NH 03462 
363-8872 
Keene State College 
Keene, NH 03431 
352-1909, ex. 389 




To the Editor: 
So Governor Thomson has defended 
the honor of New Hampshire by 
engaging in verbal gymnastics with 
Howard Cosell. Cosell was only joking 
Monday night when he said that for-
mer UNH football player Dave Roz-
umek came out of nowhere.Unfortun-
ately, Thomson cannot atone for his 
sin of saddling us with an impos-
sible budget by defending our honor. 
At the end of his term, there may 
be nothing left to defend in New 
Hampshire. 
Cosell was joking. Thomson's budget 




To the Edi tor, 
I wish cartoonists Bob Finegold and 
Debbie Blood would start drawing car-
toons instead of indulging in ado-
lescent fantasies. 
Last year, their cartoons were oc-
casionally funny, but this year they've 






Dieeting on Sunday 











.*··•··.c:·: · sR i . s 
starring ARLO GUTHRIE I 
uesday October 11 7 and 9pm in MUB Pub, · J 
ednesday October 12 continuously from i2 noon · on 118 Strafford Rm 8 
ARLO GUTHRIE IN CONCERT at UNH Field House 
Saturday October 22 
'· · Tickets available at Tic. ket Office MUB 








ALL . Merchandise 
( with pnrentation of student I.D.) 
Choose from our fine selection of 
Dress and Sport 
ties, and Ladies 
factory prices 
shirts, sweaters, 
shirts all at low· 
STORE HOURS 
·MON-SAT 9:00 - 5:00 
SUNDAY 1:00-5:00 
Hathaway Factory Outlet 
Wells Corner Shopping Center 




• one egg any style HomeFries • 
Tea or Coffee ,. 
a4c 
-----=-~j,jlGood Wed. Oct. 5 
, _1/ Thru Tues. Oct. 11 
,;;,I::-✓ , ij~a.m. til11:30a.m. 
y· =~ . 
Yollng's 
Restaurant & Coffee Shop 
48 Main $tr,eet Durham 
E.M.Loew•s MOVIE 
l!!!t-~-;._-~,.~ THEATRE 
~ · ~IAL436•5710 
INTOWN PORTSMOUTH 
FRI -SAT -_OCT 7 -8 
AT 7:30 & 9:~0 _ NQt Rated. 
TYRONE POWER - MARLENE DIETRICH 
CHARLES LAUGHTON 
"WITNESS torthe.PROSECUTION" 
SUN-MON-:-TUES OCT 9-10.:11 
AT-7 :00 & 9:20 Not Rated 
Rodgers & .Hammers~ein's 
"THE .Kf NG AND 1" 
Deborqh_Kerr- Yul Bryn~er _ 
WED:_ THURS OCT 12-13 
"ELVIRA MADIGAN" 
Classic Swedish Love Story 
MATs SAT-SUN-MON OCT 8-9-10 
ALL $1 .00 AT 1 :00 & 3:00 
"W-A-L-K-A-B-0-U-T" 
, - - i- ' • 1 ' ' ., 
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continued from page 1 
passing of a resolution elimin-
ating federal hiring. "Federally-




- funded in part by the state, some-
times by as much as 50 per cent~'' 






"TAKE ME OUT -




and Esther Williams 
1 He said a four per cent lapse on 
hiring and project spending will 
save the state up to $16 million. 
An additional $3 million was 
saved, he said, by postponing 
several water projects around 
the state. 
Sun. Oct. 9· 
7:00& 




S. 7 5 or Season Pass 
classified ads 
for sale 
FOR SALE: Ritf'RIGEkATUR 45 CU . ft . 
EXCELLENT CONDITION. ONE YEAR 
OLD. BOUGHT NEW FOR $200.00 WILL 
TAKE $150.00 or BEST OFFER, CALL 
MAGGIE AT 2-1593or 868-978710/7 
Wi volks Van kebmlt eng. 6000 ml. fold out 
bed AM-FM. Body Goo<f to Fair $500 firm . 
call R . .Cox 868-598510/7 
, 1972 FORD PINTO SEDAN Au ioMA1'1c 
THA:\ISMISSION $695 CALL 474-929:l AF-
' !'1<:H <; P .M . IC'ar locate<! in Durham > 10/7 
FOR SALE: 1970 Chrysler Newport 383 cu. 
in. Good Condition. 1970 GMC School Bus. 
Wayne body. Rebuilt Motor. 66 passenger 
Capacity. 1955 Ford. 45000 original miles . 
Excellent Condition. Call 862-1290 Ask for 
.Vlark or Rick . 10/11 --------------
1950's and 60's Gentleman-Farmer's suits. 
jackets and slacks :all in excellent. hrgh-
quality condition . To fit . a , 6'tall. approx . 
rno lb. 'Tlan. Call ,1fter 6, 742-6870 10/11 
Unusuai miniature intricate wire scuiptures 
make shocking and unforgettable gifts . Also 
Lovett Running X-C skis. boots. poles . Ex-
cellent condition. Entire ski package $95.00 
Call Art 742-57H9 after 9 10/11 · 
pre~paid-class ad form 
TO READ AS FOLLOWS: 
-----------···--·- ·-·~·-·• -•·---·- ·---
--------------'--·· --· •-· ·····-· - .. ·-· 
-------------- --·•····-· ..... ··- •·------ ..... ···-- . -· ···· - .. 
Pl,l::ASli: PRINT MUST Bt-: PREPAID 
nRST INSERTION: $1.00 for 30 words or less; $.50 for Heh l 5 wards extra. 
EA6H CQNS}:~u-nvt-: INSERTION: $.25 Maximim number of runs: 6. 
'ftalephone numbet s an~ · dates count as or.e word; hyphenated words count as two. 
·Mist.abs on our part merit one additional run. 
Amt. end.: TO RUN TIMES. 
Mak~ checklp.iyabte to: Ttw New Hampshire, Rm. l~l,. Memori'al Onion. 
Verv old. classical vicirola ·records . Many 
sets· and in excellent condition. Call after · 
6. 742-6H70 10/11 
Honda S50 ., 74 excellent cond. low mile-
age. Many l·xtras including crash bars pad-
de,d backrest and luggage rack. Dunlup K 
81 s must be ridden $1200 or- hf.Rt offer . 
862-2382, 868-9730. George in 63(-10/3 
FOR SALE: 1968 MUSTANG. Dark Green, 
289, 3-SPEED. good shape. BEST ,OFFER' 
868-2981 fO/ll 
1972 Vega GT. 15,000 miles on rebuilt '74 en-
gine. new glass tires. Extras include FM, 
driving lights, ski rack. $300. -Call 659-5352. 
10/21 
STEREO FOR SALE: Multisonic AM-FM 
receiv~r. BSR 2260 Bx turnt!ible, and -two 
Superscope 20 inch speakers - all three com-
ponents for only $125. Call 868-7011 btfore 8 
AM or after 7 PM 10-'l 1 
FOR SALE: 1972 Volkswagen. R .. ms like a 
champ! $650. or best offer. Call 868-7395 af-
ter 5:00 p.m. 10/18 
For Sale: 1976 Dodge Van, 3/4 ton, Model 
D200, Power brakes,_power steering, auto-
matic. radio. 40,000J~lU~<;;aU698-109'l 10/14 
Penton Mint 400 new 8/77 . 220 miles t"osi 
l!OOo.00 will sell for 1800.00 plus 312 plastic 
tank and chain tensioner Pastest dirt bike 
made call Jeff 2-u;.12 10/17 
· 65 bodge vAN 6iS MMok. NEW fikEs 
MANY NEW PARTS 3/4 REFINISHED 
(CARPET & PANELEI>l, MUST SEE CALL 
~~1~430 after 5 p.m. $500 or BEST OFFER 
1966 olds 98 lor sale. 4 door, excellent run-
ning condition, 4 new tires. $450.00 or best of-
fer. Guaranteed to run on cold winter morns. 
Call Sandy 742-2386 weekday eves. 10/14 
1975 Kawasaki OHC 400 Excellent condition 
added sissy bar and luggage rack. $795 firm 
stop by ATO or call Tom Lauder at 862-1302 
10/11 . . 
· For Sale: Lctdies 5 ~ Schwinn Suburban 
~[
6
ei~~~t eond. $1 .oo or best offer. i42: 
RUSTIC LOFT BED. GREAT SPACE SAV-
ER IN DORMS. RUGGED CONSTRUC-
TION, WEATHERED PINE, 4 PIECE 
BREAKDOWN FOR FAST STORAGE. 
MATTRESS INCLUDED. $50 OR BEST OF-
FER. CALL MELISSA 436-5676 BEFORE 10 
a .m. 10/7 
FOJ:l S~LE: 1973 Vega _5_spd., 55,000 miles, 
engme m excellent cond1llon, rear end needs 
some body work. Best offer. 659-5692 even-
ing.; ., 10/21 
1967 Volvo 122S-2 dr sedan. Engme good, 
horiv fair r.nnrl rubber. Needs rear hr~kP.s . 
upper arm bushings, right headlight, $375. or 
15,U, NorthwOOO !H:.!-5928 
10/7 
1#0 cXMAko excellent cond1hon PS7PB, 
AC, Cassette tape deck, radials, vinyl roof, 
ask $1500 749-0563 call evenings 10/18 
Cassette decks. Musical component stereo 
s_ystems. Our recommended systems are on 
demonstraUo.n. Bring )'.Our records and 
check them out. Low prices Durham Audio 
?o~~l 469, Durham, 868-5631 6:30-8:00 p.m. 
10-soeed C.C.M. needs some minor work. 
Prelty good bike. $45. See Jeff 82 Pleasant 
Street No. 1, Portsmouth or call 436-5962 
leave message 10/14 
RUGS-AsSokfEb Sifts COLORS $5-25 
COUCHES.,_ STUFFED CHAIRS, END TA'. 
BLES ANu OTHER OLD THINGS. PLUS 
OUR USUAL LINE OF SECOND HAND 
CLOTHES FEATURING CORDUROY 
SHIRTS THIS WEEK. 2nd COMING, 10/18 
FOR SALE-- GOATS: BUCKS, WEATHERS 
& BRED DOES. SOME MILKING.$30.00 & 
UP. NUBIAN, TOGGANBURG & MIXED 
BREEDS. SOME REGISTERED, ALL 
GOOD NATURED, NICE LOOKING AND 
HEALTHY.CALL868-2208. 10/18 
. 1968FORD FAiRtANE EXCELLENT 
MECHANICAL CONDITION. GREAT 
HEATER,,_ SNOW TIRE~_, CHEAP WINTER 
TRANSPuRTATION. SmALL AMOUNT OF 
. RUST-CALL 659-5147 10/21 
For Sale: Holton 1st line Trumpet, excellent 
condition $250 call Steve 659-2759 after 5. 
10/7 
-,...-----,...-r--,..,....---,.-.....,..------ :FOR SALE: GIBSON- LES PAUL CUSTOM 
For Sa_le : Olympia office model manual ~GUITAR. LEFT HANDED. CALL RICK: 
t~wr1ter. Excellent condition. $50. Call 439-4206 AFTER 3:30 o.m. or 862-2323 BE-
4 -3887 after 4 p.m. 10/11 iJi'~RE 3:00 p.m. 10/11' · · · 
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continued from page 1 
"In general, we've been mis-
represented by the media," 
Wheeler said. "I don't think it 
("Weekend") would be any dif-
ferent.'' 
Wheeler said he hoped to invite 
Neil Salonen to UNH to speak 
and answer questions about the 
chUFch, following the movie. Sal-
onen is the church's national 
president. 
He said the question and an-
swer session is "just as im-
portant as the film. I'll have to 
talk to Mr. (Gregg) Sanborn 
about that." 
· The Unification Church's pres-
entation is scheduled for 7 to 8:30 
p.m. in the Strafford Room of the 
MUB. The Student Government 
program, also schedul~d for the 
Strafford Room will run from 
8~30 to 10 p.m. 
O'Neill ·said a specific speaker 
has not yet been selected, but an 
announcement will be ·made 
shortly. 
"We've been in this situation 
ever since the Unification Church 
_ applied to use the building," 
O'Neill said. "(MUB diredor) 
Gregg Sanborn talked with us 
after the request was made, and 
we've been interested right 
along. · 
"It's a very fine line we're 
treading here," O'Neill said. "No 
one should tell students what to 
do or what programs to see. I'm 
not trying to do that. But, I feel 
it's my responsibility and the re-
sponsibility of Student Govern- -
ment to protect the students 
against things that might be dan-
gerous. And I don't think it's in 
the· best interests of students to 
SPP other s;:tudents drop out of 
·don't be in the dark 
About The Book Lo· t 
Where our J}arqcover.books (adult _ 
& children's) are always 20% off.* 
Where we have more than forty 
1978 calendars to choose from 
upstairs i:q. town & campus 
main st. durham 
to texts and some orders 
school, which. has occurred at 
other universities where the 
Unification Church is active." 
Assistant MUB Director, Jeff 
Onore said the resources of his 
office are, and have been; open to 
Student Government. . 
"I think we have a respon-
sibility to the student body to ad-
vise student groups," Onore said. 
Onore added~ "I am very , 
pleased that students seem to be 
actively and sincerely concerned 
with the welfare of their fellow 
students. I hope that the presen-
tation made by both groups, the 
Unification Church and Student 
Government, will be very inform-
ationa 1 " 
Mob 
continued from page 3 
currence, but ~jjg_tbere is some-
thing releasing about being in a 
large group. 
"It sounds like de-individual-
i.zation, which is a state brought 
on by anonymity," he said. "We 
spend time worrvimz about what 
· people will think of us-that may 
"This office -receives a tremen-
dous amount of literature _on a 
tremendous amount of subjects 
during the years. This informa-
tion has been made available to 
Student Govern~ent.'' 
·••Tt;i~ is just the first step," 
O'Neill said. "We're going to re-
act to the Unification Church's 
moves and we'll present our side 
, of the storv whenever we can.'' 
indicate why people would be 
drawn· into a . spontaneous act of 
, being one of a group where they 
aren't individually responsible 
for their actions~they get caught 
up in the exuberance." 
Both O'Neill and Onore did not 
know if the Unification Church 
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Fully leather lined 
Wrapped padded vee collar 
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D-rings for strength and 
Speed 
· AS ALWAYS nrscouNT PRICES 
Double riveted cinch hooks 
at stress points 
Designed for strength, 
comfort and protection 
-(s 
WHY PAY MORE? 
RED'S 
f f.lli~toE BARN 
.35 BROADWAY, DOVER 
OPEN MON-FRI 9:30-9 
classified ads----
1969 Ford Torino Lt. Blue white vinyl top. 2-
door 351 auto trans. Power Steering & brakes 
A/C Exe. Cond. rio rust. 59,500 miles. New 
battery & tires. Snow tires incl. $1000 868-7387 
10/21 
For Sale 1974 FIAT 128 Four Door sedan, 
Good condition 44,000 miles asking $1300 or 
best offer. call evenings or weelcends 868-
2122 . 10/14 
For sale: 5 iflch reel to reel tapes. Call 326 
Hunter Hall, 2-1591 or 868-9779. 10/18 
for rent 
Cut costs! Live in a spacious three bedroom 
duplex in Somersworth. Sunny, with baywin-
dowed living room, large kitchen, dining 
room, and two additional study rooms on the 
third floor. Garage and cellar for storage. 
$225/ mo. plus utilities. Call anytime 749-3950 
10/7 
-services 
TYPING of theses, reports;. resume~ cor-
respondence, IBM CORREcTING SJ',LEC-
TRIC, choice of style/pitch, by experienced 
business teacher/secretary. Available for 
editing, dictation. Call Diana at University 
Secrefarial Associates. 742-485810/11 
ASTROLOGICAL READINGS: . thr~ page 
individualized analysis of -personality and 
your inner potentials .as revealed in your 
birth chart. $5. Need exact ·date, time, and 
place of birth. Call 868-2653, 10/21 
PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES Photography 
done for Weddings--Special Interest Groups--
etc. Call Bill 659-5732 10/14 
Typing done for theses, reports and papers. 
Fas!i efficient and reasonable! Box 288Mid-
dle .ttd. Rt. I, Dover, NH TEL (603) 742-0394 
10/7 . _ 
EnJoy the foliage this fall-let me type your 
~apers! 50 cenfs a page (slightly more for 
theses). Fast service, correcting selectric. 
Call 862-1952. Ask for Sue. 12 :00-4: 30 10/21 
Two experienced plant science students 
looking for part time jobs. Will weed, 
prune, rake, plant, mow, etc. Call Dana 
742-3863 or Denise 659-6375 af!~r 5. J.QL!L~ 
· TYPING. 65 cents per page. Caren Rm. 
232 Devine. 2-1062 or 868-9703. 
PROFESSIONAL GUITAR STUDY with vet-
eran lead guitarist. All levels- all styles. 
Jazz, Blues, Rock, Folk. Special goodies--
slide, vibrato, effects. Call Eric at 436-3643 
for interview. Expert guitar repair, also. 
10/18 
·wanted 
Wanted -- Responsible iemale)male student 
for occasionar overnight babysitting for 13 
year old boy. Call 868-2190 evenings. 10/18 
New York Cit.v Area Attentive. friendlv 
driving companion seeking ride to New 
York City Area or Northwest New Jersey, 
anytime between October 20-24. Will be hap-
py to share exoensPs anrt clrivinl!. C;:ill nr 
leave message for Bruce 2-1636 or 868-9715 
IJm. 310. 10/18 
help wanted 
Work-study job<sl available. The Children•~ 
Workshop needs preschool teacher assist-
ant( s l . Up to 5 mornings/wk. Contact Cathy 
· Wajda 868-2920 days, 659-3292 evenings_. 10/7 
Part time help wanted in Hardware Store 
Experience preterred. 18 hrs a week. John-
son Hardware 903 Central Ave. Dover N.H. 
10/7 
WANTED: STUDENT(S) WILLING TO 
TEACH DISCO-TYPE DANCING TO 
GROUP OF UNCOORDINATED PEOPLE 
AT CHRISTENSEN. $YOU WJLL HE HE-
W ARD ED$ CALL CONNIE AT 2-2137 or 868-
9834. 10/7 
, Wanted - a responsible person or couple 
to babysit overnight for fhe week of Nov. 
I-8th. Ages of children: 61/2 & 9. Car a-
vailable. Ideally located in town. Amount 
$50.00 Call 868-2447 after 5. 
WANTED: VOLUNTEERS OR WORK 
STUDY STUDEN"I:S TO HELP ADULT STU-
DENTS IN DOVER ADULT BASIC EDUCA-
TION, MATH, READING, ENGLISH AS A 
SECOND LANGUAGE. CALL 742-1030 BE-
TWEEN 9 AND 3. 10/7 
WANTED- Begmnmg guitar lessons for 12 
year old girl in my home. 10 minute walk 
fr6m T-Hall. Call 868-2217 10/21 
HELP WANTED: PART OR FULL TIME 
~OCKTAILS WAITRESSES COLBY OL' 
PL~CE, ROC~STER 332-8660._ lQ/.l!l , 
WANTED: STUDENTS TO WORK PAUT 
TIME AT HARBOUR SANDWICH SHOPPE 
HOURS ARRANGED BETWEEN 7:00 A.M. 
4:00 P.M. BUSSING, COUNTER WORK. OR 
, GRILL. 128 PENHALLOW l::iT. PORTS" 
MUUTf!i N .ll. 436-4333. P,ERSONAL lN-
TERVI.r..W ONLY!LOCATED 3 BLOCKS 
AWAY FROM KARIVAN STOP AT DEER 
ST.10/7 
Men and Women! Jobs on Ships! American 
Foreign, No experience required/ Excellent 
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer job or car-
eer. Send $3.00 for information. SEAFAX, 
Dept. G-5, Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washing-
ton. 98362 10z½6 
Boardi!}g school seeks a relief dormitory 
supervisor for weekend duty from 2 · 30 
P.M. on Friday, unt\111:30 P.M. on Sunday. 
Every 3rd weekend mvolved and other time 
mutually agreed upon. Grad student pre-
ferred, but mature undergrad considered. 
· $50 plus room and boarcl on weekenas. 
Call _Robei:.t Shepherd, 664-5555, ·or 664-5526. 
_\ustm-Cate Academy, Center Strafford-
·03315_ 
· lost 
$25. REWARD: Black and White full-grown 
female cat wearing a flea collar and blue col-
lar with tag named Emerald. Lost in Floral/ 
Central area of Dover. Any information, 
PLEASE call 742-8547. 10/7 
personals · 
F.A.D.C. 25 cents a beer. Ran~llVitt. Oct. 
7. 4-12 midnight. DJ & Dancing. 10/7 
WANTED: one pair of cat handcuffs. or one 
big one and one little one. Have a good week-
encl with the boys & don't stay up all night ! 
... crushed 10/7 
Willy: I miss you. Brat 10/7 
.':OTICE : HOTL 403 Presents A Gourmet 
Breakfast, to be held Thurs. Oct 13, In the 
, Granite Stat~ Room. Tickets are $2.00 on 
sale in the MUB Ticket Office and HOTL of-
fice WSBE. A11 are welcome. 10/H 
To the CANCER from Calitorma whom I met 
at the UCONN football game last Saturday: 
~lsTl. ~~r'co~~'fintSaCft~~unce CH~~,1 
Kevin & Michele: We welcome you to Fresh-
man Camp! Good luck with Camp '78! We 
know it will be the best Camp ever f Fonding-
ly, Exec's '77 P.S. Don't forget the co-bowl! 
10/7 
You guys in the locker room ought to learr: 
how lo shut your mouths! You're losing 
friends--F AST! 1077 
The countdown 1s on. Only 21 days to Mardi 
Gras. So, Ease on down to MUB ticket office 
starting October 10th and join us on Bourbon 
Street October 28th, 29th. 10/7 Lost: I silver St. Christopher 's Medal with 
. 'Insignia on the back which reads "With Love 
Paula". Reward will be offered. Please con- THE COUNTDOWN 1s ON. ONLY 21 DAYS 
,tact Dick, Hubbard Hall, rm. 318, phone 868- . ii~W8J~ft}}~l~¥If .f1ngi~l3-
9897,1-1738 . l0/11 BER 10TH AND JOIN US ON BOURBON 
roommates_ STREETOCTOBER28th,29th. 10/7 
FR6M HkkBif; & GUS GEA"kSH_IFT to the 
Female roommate needed immediately for Phantom Streakers at KS: We have your un-
furnished two bedroom apartment in Dur- derwear ! · . 10/7 
ham. 92.50 per month. If interested call ,.;·..----,--...-..--....---:-r----~~ 
_Kathi 868-5024 afternoons. 10/11 Sigma Beta Pledges. You are the ones we 
- want in our house. Congratulations and good 
luck. 
WANTED: one or two roommates for a spa-
ci~us 112 hou~e in Dover. If one, own room 
with phone; 1f two, shared room with phone. 
,Lots of closet space, congenial housemates. 
$72.00/mo. plus . elec. <heat incl. in rent.> . 
Pets allowed. Couple ok, male or female ok 
too. 749-2780eveni~s. 10/14 
Female roommate needed.· $101/month-utfi. 
included. Kitchen facilities, shower, your 
own room and 2 other apartment-mates. 
25 Main, Rd.9, Durham, Stop by and ask 
for Jane 10/11 
The Brotherhood 10/7 
Congratulations to the new fall pledge class 
of Chi Omega. Love, Your Chi O sisters 10/7 
Steve, My friends and I are looking forward 
to the r,arty at Hetzel. Thanks for inviting 
us! We II be there. G. 10/7 
siGMA Nu 8ROtRERS: THANK Vdu F'uR 
THE SPECIAL GIFT ! YOU GUYS ARE 
THE GREATEST! WE LOVE YOU ALL! DZ 
10/7 
MCLAUGHLIN MUGGERS- Fi" Nancr, 
Fafe, Jan. M.E.P. , Cindy Sarah Whats 
football?. Mo_tley Crew? You1ll make it to the 
Salad Bowl! Congratulations !Q/7 
Danny-O. Thanx lor ·a special 3 weeks. No 
not 6 hotdogs Damn it ! rlike your stuff, and 
don't forgel to tip the waitress_ Love is a 
rose -Sis 10/7 
Io Chan the man, Hardcore in 324. Wise up 
or you'll be out the door . Don't let us down. 
M.8th AAN, also: and don't forget B.C. 10/7 
TO ALL THE GREEKS , CONGRATULA-
TIONS ON YOUR 1977 FALL PLEDGE 
CLASS. THANK YOU FOR A SUPER BID'S 
NIGHT! Love SISTERS of DZ 10/7 
Thanks for making our 20th birthdays SJJC-
cial, -- Sissie,_ LJ_ttle Lerc;>y , _'ft .G_. , C.1'.'., S.S., 
M.S ., 0 1, and all our fr iends ! We tliink 
, youse are all SUPER ! Lov.e, D.B. and 
G.R. 9/77 .J0/7 · 
BEWARE- B.A~P IS HERE!~RIDGET · 
WE LOVE YOU. BON, BIM; BANDY, BAL, 
& BOTT. 10/ 11 
DZ PLEDGES : HOW'S THE HANGOVER? 
HOPE YOU HAD A SUPER BID'S NIGHT! 
CONGRATULATIONS! LOVE, YOUR DZ 
SISTERS 10/7 
VICTOIRE: I was really glad to see you on 
Mondav. Here's hoping we can arrange 
something real soon. MI.l(E <P.S. I tried to 
fit this mto Tuesaay·s paper, out they wou.ld-
n'tletme.> - .Hl/7 
GINGER - HAPPY l3IRTIIDAY --THE 
CAKE WAS GREAT! YOU CAN PICK UP 
THE PAN AT LOST & FOUND IN THE MUB 
HOPE FRIDAY NIGHT WAS FUN ANY-
\VAY ro•-;- · 
Connie and Darien and all the Californians-
-it's good to see you here where you belong. 
Marie UNH to CSUC 1976-77. 10/7 
HEDtEHOG: It's &;en a year and a half. 
What next? Swan 10/7 · 
GEORGE FRENCH - What"s a girl to do 
if she warits to talk to you? Give me· 
a ring at 2-1162. Win. 10 17 · · . 
YOU MAY HA VE HEARD HIM AT 
BROTHERS 4 BUT THAT DON'T MATTER 
ANY MORE. COME HEAR THE BEST 
DISCO D.J. IN DURHAM CADILLAC 
CASEYl,AT THE MUB PUB. WED . OCT: 12. 
WE GONNA GET DOWN!!! 
''What are values and how do they affed ·, 
you?" A 4 week investigation led by Bob 
Gallo. Starts Wednesdav, October 12, 7:30 
.11.m. Philosophy Mini Poi:m nwstair§ Jouaee 
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YOU l<JlJAJ? Ol' 
JOHN P/JtfNE HAS ! COMe ()(fT fOR THe 
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bv B~b Finee:old 
TORTIA PHL.AT f 
:r HAVEN•T SEEN 
You FoR '(EARS/ 
••• '(ou•v E CHANGED. 
He Mt/ST NOT HAVE 
711& Rill 5/t)l?f ! SOM&-
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HIM A LOT OF 8/Jtl .' 
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FO~ Al/JI/le .. 
\ 
by Jeff Millar & Bill Hi.nds 
HALf OF BEING CLt.C7 
I~ IN YOUR ~~AD .... 
collegiate crossword 
ACROSS 51 Signifying maiden 23 Inn for travelers 
name 24 Former French 




53 Enemies of clothing 25 Imitate 
54 Captain - 28 Lamprey and 
57 U.S. railroad electric 
17 Pesteri n·g 
----~ 18 Pertaining to 
58 Rare-earth element 29 Actor Greenstreet, 
59 Do a floor job- for $hart 
debating 
--+---+--+----4 19 Played a part 
60 Ones who try 31 Old song, 11 - a 
61 Occupation of Seesaw" 
20 Part of NCO 
--+--+---+--+---+ 21 Eddie Cantor's wife 
Herbert T. Gillis 32 Box -
22 Aspects DOWN 
24 Cleopatra's killer 
~--t----1---1 25 Gulf of - l Skin injury 
26 Record of brain 2 Hackneyed expres-
activity sion . 
27 Lively dance 3 Indication of a 
. 29 Tired sale item (2 wds.) 
30 Elasticity 4 Harvard vines 
------ 33 Depot (abbr.) 5 Baseball hall-of-
36 Writer Bernard - famer, Chief -
37 Actor Knight 6 Energy unit ' 
38 Hypothetical sub- 7 Dog sound, in 
stance comics 
--------- 40 Irritates 8 Sign gases 
41 Move slowly 9 Barber shop item 
.,...,,..-+--+---+---+---+-~ · 43 Playing marble 10 Songbird 
46 "- la Douce" 11 German number 
47 Extinct New Zealand 12 Hospitai physician 
.......... -+---+----+--+---1>---I bird 13 Trial material 
49 Capital of Montana 14 Poured, as wine 
~_,_-,--""""'...,..-r-...L--..1"--..J 
ANSWERS, PAGE 12 
• 
33 Rain lightly 
34 "Walden" author, 
and family 
J5 Foods 
35 Sports cars 
39 Ending for pay 
42 Garment worker 
43 System of weights 
and measures 
44 Instruction from 
Jack Lalanne 
45 Sun bather 
47 Half of TV team 
48 Aroma, British style 
50 Game of chance 
52 Indian servant 
55 Suffix: geographical 
area 
56 Hindu sacred wor~s 
57 South American 
country (abbr.) 
M·acs Are Back!! 
And-Cider Too,. At ... 
Mathes Garrison Farm 
2 mi. down Durham Pojnt Road. 
on Langley Road. 





continued from page 3 
riving at school this fall, Bianco 
admitted that getting out more 
printed information might be 
helpful. 
Bianco said, "We've been rely-
ing on head residents and RA's to 
answer questions, and we're 
sending more information out to 
parents," Bianco said. "Bu,t, 
maybe we should send something 
else out to the students. . 
"There have always been 
build-ups and there ·aiways will 
be," Bianco added. "We're work-
ing on ideas to reduce the prob-
lem, but nothing concrete is a-
vailable ijt present." 
University officials will meet 
later this month tP disc;uss future 
enrollment and build-up prob-
lems, according to Eugene Sav-
age, director of admissions. 
The meeting will be held after . 
the "R and 30" count is taken. 
The "Rand 30"· count is the offi-
cial count taken by the University 
of the number of students en-
rolled. 
Savage said he will wait until 
the ''R and 30'' count is in before 
dealing with possible changes in 
enrollment numbers. 
"In the last five years, we've had 
vfrtually no build-ups after the 
second week of classes," Savage 
said. "There are obviously exces-
§ive build-ups this year, but with 
over 4,000 students living on cam-
pus we can't be letter'perfect." 
Savage gave two main reasons 
for the build-up problems this 
year. 
First, he said, ''Our freshman 
class was not that much larger 
than projected, but evidently 
more wanted to live on-campus. 
Usually more New Hampshire 
kids live at home." 
Secondly, "A lot more upper-
classmen want to stay on-
camous. This creates oroblems 
since the University guarantees 
housing to all freshmen." 
Savage said the Office of Resi-
dential Life is fully justified in 
having build-ups at the beginning 
of the year. "So many students 
don't shQw up or drop out that 
the resulting housing vacancies · 
would be terribly inefficient. The 
student would have to pay the 
price for such vacancies by pay-
ing higher board costs. 
"We wish the 80 (students left 
in build-ups) weren't there. but 
I'm not sure it should be done 
any di(f erently," said Savage. 
"We're trying to -be as sensi-
tive to the freshman needs as 





Fast, profeQipnal, and · proven 
quality. Choose from our library of 
7,000 topJcs. · Send $1.00 for the 
current edition of our 220 · page 
mail order C{ltalog. 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE 
11322 IDAHO AVE.; No. 206--E 
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TBS's Sleuth a loony labyrinth of laughs • IS 
· By C. Stephen Holt 
Theatre By the Sea is opening 
its fourteenth season with the 
production of Anthony Shaffer's · 
Sleuth. This 1970-71 Tony Award 
winner (best play) is, as the title 
should imply, a mystery tale. 
Sleuth is about Andrew Wyke, 
a pompous old mystery writer, 
and Milo Tindle, a • destitute 
travel agent ( "Tindle's Travels, · 
how ·cute.") who is courting 
Wyke's wife. 
We are lead to believe that 
Wyke feels this is a fine state . 
of affairs, but find out differently. 
The twists the play takes are 
enough to fool even the most 
astute amateur Hercule Poirots 
in the audience. People are killed 
throughout the play, but nobody 
dies 'til the end. 
Roby Brown and John K. 
Carroll are superb .in their roles. 
The two of them work you over, 
fake you out, screw you up and 
provide you with an all-around 
great time. 
Brown plays Wyke, the rich 
"I get my way," snotty-but-nice-
to-his-grandchildren type, with 
flair. He rides Tindle up and 
down, prying here and there, and 
at the same time being brutally 
honest, even about himself. 
: gymnastics employed by both 
!' men is humorous, believable and 
· misleading. Some. of the ex-
changes are hilarious, such as 
Wyke's comment on his reputa-
tion as "somewhat of an Olympic 
sexual athlete'' being deflated by 
Tindle's retort about sprinters 
and-distance runners. And having 
a dead body be found in the 
garden by "a dallying couple or 
a passing sheep rapist'?" What 
a way togo. 
The other members of the cast, 
Van Merton as Doppler, Stephen 
Fosdick as Tarrant and Francis 
Stanfield as Higgs also do a fine 
job of misleadmg the audience 
and adding to the suspense of 
the play, especially Doppler. 
The set is · also well done. I 
never cease to be_amazed at what 
TBS can accomplish in such a 
small space ( and the stuff they 
, can find to grace their sets). 
This is the first time I've seen 
i special eff PC'ts in ;my the~ter ~nd 
·au of them worked out well ex-
cept for the dynamite explosion. 
The Redd Foxx look-alike 
dummy is a riot. 
There's not much more to sa,y 
without giving the play away. 
It's intriguing, entertaining, 
often funny . and well worth an 
investigation. See if you can 
unravel Sleuth. 
· Sleuth will run through 
Carroll depicts the slightly 
sniveling, eager to please, naive 
Tindle. 
The verbal parrying and vocal TBS cast members Roby Brown (left) and John K. Carroll plot theft and mur-der in Anthony November 6 at TBS. 
Shaffer's Sleuth. (Photo by William L. Smith, courtesy of TBS.) 
Novelist Mark Smith 
Violent imagination with a Clark Kent face 
By Chris Gilliland wandering along the beach in 
Mark Smith, an English Pro- front of his York Harbor home, 
fessor at U.N.H., is an easy- creating verse in his head. 
going, qiild mannered person, Although Smith laments he is 
but deep down inside him there "lethargic and out of shape from 
must be a latent, murderous sitting behind his typewriter."· 
aspect to his personality. It his easy smile and good humor 
emerges in his novels. indicate he is comfortable with 
Smith's The Death of The his lifestyle. 
Detective is a powerfully writ- His desk is piled high with.man-
ten novel filled with violence, uscripts from his fiction writing 
suspense, and fear, all the in- class. · 
gredients to make a reader . 
wonder, 'What kind of ghoulish , There is_ a mutual. respect be-
person wrote this book'?, tweE:n Smith. and his students. 
Smith's appearance and per- Not J~st a ~yp1cal teacher-student 
sonality contradict his violent relationship, b~t more 0f a gr~up 
plots. of talented _writers, Smith bemg 
The balding, round faced Smith more ex~enenced than the rest. 
told me, grinning broadly, that Smith said he enjoys teaching 
once he had dreamt of directing at U.N.H., espe~ially his 
his career similar to Thomas graduate level classes. 
Hardy, writing several novels Smith graduated from North-
then spending the rest of his western University in 1960 with 
life writing poetry. a B.A. in English and a strong 
It is easy to picture Smith poetry interest. He was awarded 
One on Une is at the Franklin. 6:30 and 8:30 P.M. 
Beware the dreaded Ballhog, dribble, dribble, swish. 
T~e Big Screaming McGrew Band at the MUB Pub. 
Sidn.ey Poitier_ and Richard Widmark star in the Long 
Sp~ps on channel 38 at 9 AM. Vikings and lots of adven-
ture. 
If you can struggle through Kenny Rogers, Andy Gibb a~d 
Debby Boone, Bob Marley and the Wailers are on the 
Midnight Special at 1 A.M. at channel 4. 
Saturday, Oct. 8 
One on One is at the Franklin. 6:30 and sjo P.M. 
The Big Screaming McGrew Band' shouts away at the MUB 
Pub. 
James Coburn stars as super spy Flint in the movie In Like 
Flint. Channel 38 at 9 P. M. 
King Vidor's Our Daily Bread is an excellent film on chan-
nel 11 at 10 P.M. Watch it. 
Madeline Kahn · and Taj Mahal are on Saturday Night 
at 11:50 P.M. 
in 1966. Then; in need of a stead-
ier income, he "begged" the ad-
ministration to take him on full 
time. And with the exception of 
last year, which he spent in 
France, Smith has been with the 
English staff ever since. 
Smith said he has never started 
a novel and written it right 
through to the end. He usually 
sets it aside, sometimes ·starting 
another one. At this time, he has 
written drafts for two stories and 
has notes on still another. 
Smith says he sees more novels 
in his future but he looks forward 
to time with his wife and four 
teenage daughters. 
Mark Smith 
The Smith faniily moved from 
Northwood, their home for 13 
years, to York Harbor one year 
ago. Smith is planning to spend 
his .spare time gardening herbs 
and vegetables. A passive 
pastime for a man who writes 
such \liolent novels. 
1 
a · Rockefeller Grant in 1965. tongue in cheek, "I wrote a novel 
With this grant Smith spent a _ under the spell of James Joyce's 
year in Spain. When asked what Ulysses. · -
he did there, he replied with Smith began teaching at U.N.H , 
Albert Finney stars as Her-
cule Poirot in the movie adap-
tation of Agatha Christie's 
mystery Murder on the 
Orient Express. Channel 5, 9 
p.m., Sunday. 
Allan Bates stars in the offbeat war movie Kirig of Hearts 
at the Franklin. It's an interesting, fun movie. Go see 
it. 6:30 and 8:30 P.M. 
Take Me Out to the Ballgame is a MUSO film in the 
Strafford Room of the MUB. -75 cents at 7 and 9:30 
P.M. It's World Series time folks. 
Nils Lofgren performs at the Field House at 8 P.M. Pierce 
Arrow too. A SCOPE presentation. $3.50 for students 
and $5.00 general and at the door. 
D.J. Big Daddy John Hobbs is at the MUB Pub: 
Waterloo Bridge is a well acted version of Roliert E. Sher-
wood's strong stage play: Channel 5 at 12: 15 
Monday, Oct. 10 
King of Hearts continues at the Franklin 
Seals and Crofts, Ilie Nast~se and Bea Arthur are on 
Laugh-In. Sock it to me? Channel 4 at 8 P.M. 
On American Short Story Flannery O'Conner's "The Dis-
placed Person" is the presentation. · 
On c·hannel 2 at 11 P.M. Dick Cavett returns. 
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"Late Afternoon" is an oil painting by Spaulding. Even in naturalistic settings his paintings 
border on Cubism. · 
Restaurant review: 
Truck over to the W cirehouse 
.. 
By Dotty Dyer myself to thick slices of dark·! too the meal off with an Irish 
About this time of year, some of bread• I coffee · 
us get tired of steady diets con- We concocted salads and topped The dinner prices range from 
sis ting . of downtown pizzas and them off with ,roquefort dressing. $5. 75 for the Beef Kabob to 
dining hall specials. The answer that had chunks of cheese as big $7.75 for filet mignon but lunch-
to this problem may be to eat at as the cherry tomatoes. The eons are considerably less 
some of the excellent restaurants creamy Italian dressing was good A roast beef sandwich with 
in the area. too and -although there wasn't soup or salad is $3.25. The lunch-
The Warehouse is one olace to a huge variety.of things t~ choose eon sirloin including potato, sal-
try. Open since last May, it is from; ,everything was crisp and ad or soup, $3.75. The onion soup 
located on the waterfront in Ports- cold. . is unforgettable. It's the real 
mouth, 125 Bow Street. The mas- The prices are not cheap, but stuff. Full of onions covered with 
sive, red, brick building was orig- the food is worth the price. For toasty cheese. 
inally the honi.e of The Ports-_ the orice of a long evening at the Lunch in the lounge is espec-
mouth Brewery. Keg Room, you can treat yourself ially nice. Among the tables are 
No major changes have be~r to an exceJJent sirloin with garlic comfortable soft chairs and rock-
made in the structure since th£ butter or try the club teriyaki ers grouped around old wooden 
days before prohibition when thE: served w~th a sweet ~ine sauce. trunks that serve as tables. An-
brewery was in operation. The Steak is ~he s~ialty of the tiques, uld prints and .maps ·line 
original beams and bricks are in ~ous~. They re grilled or:i an open the walls. An old stove behind the 
place and the dining room and fire m the barbecue pit at the piano is a triscuits and cheddar 
lounge are vast. end of the dining room. They ar- . buff et. 
I first attended the Warehouse rive sizzling and cooked to order. Evenings in the lounge are' mel-
when I asked a friend to give me The menu also features seafood low and conducive to conversa-
a rundown on good restaurants. entrees. Swordfis~ was the f~sh tion, particularly on week nights. 
He told me that although there of the day last :14'nday. As with .John Lenehan plays piano from · 
were about a dozen fine places steaks, the portion was generous, seven to midnight Tuesdays through 
in Portsmouth to eat, there was but it was a bit on the ~y side " Sundays and he's happy to take 
only one that had an old Ford Every m~l c<;>mes with a baked your requests. _ 
truck salad bar permanently parked potatoe t~at s big eno~gh for two, If you apprec;iate good food, un-
in the dining room. so take it easy; you II want to usual atmosphere or even if you 
That evening found me stand- save room for dessert. You might just like trucks you'll enjoy The 
ing at the rear bumper helping try the cheesecake or better still Warehouse 
,i 
<~re~da C::oop~man photo) 
Parsonage 
Gallery 
Text: Kathy Grota 
Photos: Jim Kaklamanos 
~~======-::::=~=-=-
The work of Warren Spaulding is currently on exhibit at 
the Parsonage Gallery. 
Spaulding has had 12 one-man shows and 33 group ex-
hibitions. His work ranges from naturalism to abstract 
Along with a wide range of styles, Spaulding uses various 
mediums for. ~is work. The ea.intin~s done in oil. tend to be 
the least excitmg of the exh1b1t, bemg the least. mnovative 
and most naturalistic. His use of watercolor ranges from 
being sharp and tight to being loose, free and flowing. 
Theatre by the Sea 
Theatre by the Sea, in Portsmouth, has announced a dis-
count season ticket package for.students. 
At the price of $25 students ~et tickets to TBS's six shows 
this season, Tony Award winning mystery Sleuth, the 
Amerkan premiere of Jubcilay, Bella and· Sam Spewak's 
My ThrP.e Angels, Michael Cristofer's Tony and Pulitzer 
prize winning S!1adow Box, Tenness·ee Williams' classic drama, 
The Glass Menagerie and the world premiere of a new 
work. 
Tickets can be ordered through Nov. 6. Calf 431-6660 for 
ticket and sabscr!J>~ion i~formation. 
TRIVIA 
. 1) What's the name c.,f Popeye's baby? . 
· 2) For that matter, who ~reated our spinach munching 
muscleman7 
3) What do the following underground comic strip charac-
ters have in common, Mr. Natural and Fritz the Cat. 
4) Who was host on the TV game show Password? 
5) Who were the original members of the Jimi Hendrix 
Experience? 
6) What was the name of Yogi Bear's girl friend? 
: 7) What was the name of Roger Ramjet's arch enemy? 
8) What happened 20 years ago this week? 
9) What actor was ·the main character in the movie of 
War of the Worlds? 
10) What major European city is on nearly the same lati-
tude as New York City? 
Answer to last week's Wicked Hard Question is: . John 
Wayne's real name is Marion Morrison. 
This week's Wicked Hard Question is: W.hc;1t band ori- · 
ginally sang "All Right Now", 'Tm a Mover" and "Fire 
and Water." 
ured5 'ppp-ew (01 AJJ-eg aua9 (6 a:>-eds 
Olli! 1uaM )J!Ulnds S,Ul?!SS!l~l atu. (8 .JJOUl?lqON sarpoON (Z 
ipuo (9 natpHw l,PHW pue XO) AII!H (S liappn1 uanv (v 
qwnJ:) "N JOll?c}J,) (£ Jl?~fas ·;::)·3 (Z -ead 1aa.Ms (I SJaMsuv 
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Panelists discuss opportunities for women in media 
Media 
continued from page 4 
The program ran longer than 
expected because a controversial . 
issue was raised in the last half 
hour. A woman in the audience 
asked, "All of you represent a 
certain style of womanhood. You 
are all white, attractive, young 
and middle-class. Do you think 
that.,different types of women will 
begin to appear on television, just 
like there are so many types of 
men?" 
The panelists said that women 
were already widely r~presented. 
Afterward, a student who wished 
to remain anonymous said, "Pos-
sibly that was a moot question. 
They are all lilce that, so what 
could they say, bes.ides name 
token other women who differ? 
But to be honest, I was surprised 
at their lack of consciousness and 
intcre~t iu the temtntst move-
ment a,nd about the real problem 
of TV's one, sole image of 
women." 
The · radio panel had the 
smallest audience, 30 people. As 
a result, however, the audience 
was able to ask personal career 
questions in an informal manner 
throughout the two hours. 
Sue Roman, from WTSN in 
-Dover, Moe Quinn, news director 
of WGIR in Manchester and a 
broadcasting lecturer at _ UNH, 
newscaster Susan Warnick of 
WKBR in Manchester, and Ann 
Marie Rowan, the only woman 
announcer at WHDH in Boston, 
· were the guests. The panel was 
moderated by UNH News Bureau 
radio-televisjon editor, Gene 
Franceware. 
Warnick said when she ..moved 
to New Hampshire from Boston, 
there were no women newscas-
ters in the state. She began in 
radio selling advertising, but 
"knew she could do news." She 
worked six months doing news 
for free . . Warnick said, "Women 
can work their way up if they are 
· good enough." For bet own 
care~; it is still the case. 
Her dream is to work for WBZ 
in Boston. She is already working 
a seven-day week by working at 
WBZ two days each week. ''I 
have hopes that I will be down 
there sometime and this is the 
way to do it,'' she said. 
A member of the audience 
asked Rowan about the jokes she 
makes on-the-air with the male 
DJ's. She said that in real life, 
they are much better friends than 
the "little joking around indi-
cates. People in radio--all media--
develop good friendships.'' 
president of the Dancer, Fitz-
gerald and Sample advertising 
agency in N€:w Yo!"k City sho~ed 
a combination fllm and shd1 
show. She discussed how her 
firm, which handles the $40 mil-
lion Toyota auto account, among 
others, is inter~sted in adapting 
its advertising to the _changing 
roles of women. 
Jackson's presentation concen-
trated on working mothers, of 
whom she said, "We know they 
are here to stay.'' 
Jackson's agency also handles 
the Hanes hosiery account. , 
Several members of the audience 
Hanes ad which features a man, 
escorting a woman on his arm, 
looking behind him at anoth~r 
·woman that "he prefers, because 
she's wearing Hanes." Jackson 
said, ''Sex sells and it is here to 
stay.'' She said there are no legal 
standards for advertisers but, 
''good taste must be used.'' 
Sex in advertising is a ll!ajor 
concern of Boston free-lance 
media consultant, Jean Kil-
bourne, Kilbourne presented a 
slide-show of 160 sexist ads from 
many types of magazines. One of 
her slides was the same ad from 
Hanes hosiery. . 
the 120 member audience was 
aJarmed at the increasing num-
ber of sado-masochistic ads and 
ones depicting women as little 
girls. Kilbourne distributed a list 
of further reading and addres.ses 
of groups that consumers can join 
to work on changing images of 
women and men advertising. 
Thursday morning, the film 
workshop featured Tracey Weiss, 
assistant professor of Theater 
and Communications, and Mar-
garet Lazarus, a film-maker 
from Cambridge. Lazarus spoke 
and showed her film, "Rape Cul-
: asked , her about the current Throughout the presentation, 
.After the presentation, senior 
English major Betsy Donovan 
said, "I never realized just how 
blatantly harmful these ads are 
until I saw them isolated like this. 
And they are all around us. I'm 
certainly going to notice the 
images of women a little bit dif-
ferently from now on." 
ture." . 
Lazarus first worked in tele-
vision but felt she was compro-
mising herself. "I wasn't even on 
c~mor~ , but couldn't. ,,,oar joane 
because they didn't think it was 
fit for a producer to do so. But I _ 
looked around and the men pro-
ducers were wearing them.'' _ 
Lazarus became an indepen-
dent film-maker, and is "much 
happier" although "everything is 
done on a shoestring." 
Lazarus' "Rape Culture" is a 
documentary on women who 
have been raped and convicted 
rapists who talk about how the 
"rape culture" in which we live 
influenced them. Interspersed 
throughout the film, Lazarus 
showed scenes from films which 
contribute to this rape culture. 
She shows isolated, violent inci-
dents from "Gone With the 
Wind," "Last Tango · in Paris," 
"Straw Dogs," and "Pretty 
Maids All in a Row," that show 
women being raped. "I wanted to 
emphasize how the male direc-
tors' fantasies about women's 
fantasies come through," she 
said. 
Opposing viewpoints were 
presented in the two advertising 
workshops. Russell Halev. from 
UNH's Whittemore : School of 
Business, moderated the pro-
grams; From 1:30 to 3:30 p.m., 
Babette Jackson, senior vice-
Straight to the heart. 
Jeff Kent :111d Doug Lubahn came from Dreams, hv \,·a v of Clear 
. Light and The Doors. Robin lbtteau ;ippe:ired with Compton and 
Batteau and Appaloosa .. while David Buskin has two solo Epic albums 
and a worldwide tour with Mar\' Trave rs to his credit . Werner 
Frit;:schingworked \vith everyone from Herbie Mann to [)a\·e Mason. 
And Bohhy Chouinard , after 
graduatin,drom the New Engbnd h:md 
Orphan , went on to play with Tom 
Rush and Jonathi1n Edwards. 
Moon filnt will he shown 
• No\,' their cdllective 11ni;ical 
experience brin.l!s you their 
alhum "Pierce Arroi.v,' a 
sophistic:itcd vision of 
country hvin.l! from deep 
in.side New York Cin: 
Moonies 
continued from page 5 
freedom ot speech aoes cm.ne into 
the picture. The best thing would 
be if nobody shows up. But the 
more negative publicity you 
have, it usually backfires. I 
wouldn't encourage someone to 
go (to the film)." 
O'Neill said the student govern-
ment program following the film 
is planned "to raise kids' aware-





continued from page 3 
At the Wednesday meeting, 
Holloway said ·only five of 1,170 
workers have not received raises. 
Sherman said, "The last line 
of the whole thing is I'm on wel-
fare and working, too." He said 
he works 40 hours a week as a 
plumber and receives $3.62 per 
hour. 
''My wife and I figured it out 
and we're $235 over the national 
poverty level. I have no outside 
expenses. I'm paying a low mort-
gage on a mobile home, but I'm 
not · talking about buying a new 
car or anything." 
He said his seven-year-old 
daughter is receiving ·free milk 
at her school. He also has a nine-
month old son. . 
Sherman said he knows 
"people who make more money 
than I do" on welfare. Orlando 
said he could not comment "with-
out knowing the exact circum-
stances." 
We're trying to get hold of a film 
from NBC on the Unification 
Church and find an adequate 
speaker." He said it is intended to 
"raise people's awareness. We're 
not going on a witch hunt." 
''My hope is that people will un-
derstand we're trying to let 
people make · their- own judg-
ments," said Sanborn. He said he 
was not sure how ''the public sec-
tor" would respond. 
On Columbia Records 
and Tapes. 
Produced by Hi.-Hlk Medres::,and D.ivt! Appf'fl for M,•rJni·,sAppdl l'ro<lt11 t11J1l',. l111 
M,magement: Joll11 Sd1er dflU David P,iss11.k fur Mo11dr1 11 ! 11tf:rtrn1111P11t 
A ••f.CltlJMHIA . . • MARCASflf(', t. l'~-•.•r.A51N~ 
Appearing Oct. 9th at 
Th,e University of New · Hampshire 
PREPARE NOW 
For-the Midsemesterr Crunch 
Special Services offers free -
study skills instruction, exam 
preparation skills, subject area 
tuto"ring, and term paper 
writing skills. Available to 
eligible low-income st~dents.-
Contact Special Services 
Robinson HouEi'" 
14 Rosemary Lane 
862-1562 
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i EXAM SECRET I 
! REVEALED 
I 
I Ever wonder why some people breeze through their 
:courses while you struggle along with mediocre results? 
11'II tell you why. They know how to study and you don't., 
1 Higher grades for most are an elusive dream. Now, how..f 
lever, with the publication of my book, THE EASY WAY : :To HIGHER GRADES, you too can achieve t~ose higher I . 
1grades. This no-nonsense, down to earth book 1s packed I 
1 with astounding new study techniques guaranteed to sho\\4 
I you how to obtain the highest possible grades with : 
I the least .imount of effort. 
1 
: Written at the urging of former stud~nts, this book I 
1 will show you . . . I 
I how to know in advance at least 80% of the questions I 
I on any exam · · l 
: how to eliminate the frustration of long hours of 1 
1 wasted study . · I 
1 how to conquer the subject that always gives you trouble I 
I how to avoid the one grade rut l 
l·how to cure exam nerves. l l Thousa~ds of studen_ts have used these nove_l study tech1 
1 niques to raise their grades at least one letter within one • I 
I semester. You can too! I 
I Let's face it - academic success is determined by grades. : l And grades are determined not so much by how smart you, 
I are or how much you study .. ~ but by how smart you I 
I study. If you're serious about your career you owe it to I 
I yourself to try this book which_ I am offering on a money : 
: ba~k guarantee. · · 1 
t · In today's tough job market you need every advantage. I 
t And a record of high grades is the best advantage you • 
I can ~ave. . . . : 
: Give your earning power a boost. Write for this book 1 
1 today. It could change your life. N 1----- MAILTHISCOUPONTO -----, II ROBERT OMAN PUBLICATIONS, 204 Fair Oaks Park, I :, 
: Needham, MA 02192 . I 
~I Please send me __ copies of THE EASY WAY TO HIGHER GRADES I I 
11 at $1.75 each, plus 35~ postage 1:V1d_ h..-idling. If I am riot canpletely I ii 
I sat1sf1ed I may return the book w1th1n 10 days _for a full refund. ;I 
11 1 11 I Ncrne____________________ · J 
:1 Address----------------,----- I ; 
11 City · State____ Zip____ I I 
'I Add 15i for first class. · · I ti 1----------------____________________________ . __ , 
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J.r---'-----------------------. 





M & ~ Assoc_iat~s, Inc. is a company that offers uni-
que, high quality items. We are looking for an ambitious 
co~fident and se_lf-starting individual as our sales represen: 
tabve. Perspective Sophomore and Junior resident students 
; who wou~d enjoy the cha~lenge of ~ales within the campus 
. commumty or your own circle of friends and acquaintances 
are welcome to contact: · · 
Kevin C. McMaster, Dist. Sales Manager 
6PageRoad 











Open at6:30 A.M: Daily 
l'fv 
Flowers 
f ~ . . ~~~i>· 
Candles -- -
Spreads 
Jewelry · ~ 
Stoneware 
and niany other 
Giftitellls 
The Red Carpet 
Football 
Football 
continued from page 20 
ing. We've had a problem pro-
tecting our passers. I'd say the of-
fensive line is our major problem 
area_,., 
Bicknell said he has great re-
spect for the UNH secondary, 
however, which has played well 
in recent weeks. "Between (de-
fensive back Dick) Duffy and 
(safety Mark) Etro," he said, 
"you (UNH) have got two of the 
top kids in the conference. Butwe 
do hope to throw.'' 
There doesn't seem to be too 
, much in the way_ of the Wildcats 
to ore:vent them from winning 
their fifth straight game tomor-
row. However, history (remem-
ber last year's loss in the mud 
bowl at Cowell Stadium?) and the 
homecoming crowd at Orono 
could be the most formidable 
obstacles they face. 
Tennis 
Tennis 
continued from page 20, 
gin. Bragdon got beaten in the 
third set, 6-2 setting the stage for 
the Berube . . 
Rob had taken a quick 4--0 lead 
in the match and was two games 
away from victory when Berube 
decided to start her come:back. 
Slowly, but surely, Berube work-
ed her shots carefully and never 
gave up. The happy applause of 
the UMass team and their Coach 
Billy Yu died. 
Berube had taken the moment-
um away and mounted a power-
ful attack. What she hadn't been 
able to convert for points before 
she was now hitting past Rob. 
The applause now came from 
her teammates watching on the 
side. Though they could.n 't hear 
the score, her teammates knew 
Berube's consistency was stable 
and moving her closer to victory. 
She fought back to finally tie the 
score at 5-all. 
But somehow the momentum 
wasn't there for Berube. Rob still 
was her sluggish self on the court 
and even more so with all the 
time they had been out there in 
the cold. But she held her own 
serve, then broke Berube's and 
the UMass players streamed onto 
the court to congratulate her. 
The loss marked the first de-
f eat of the season for the net-
_women against what Mills saw 
as one of the toughest teams they 
would face all vear. 
The UNH netwomen, now 3-1, 
will trave1 to Orono today to play 
UMaine in a three p.m. match. 
SocCer 
Soccer 
continued from page 20 
tices." 
The story in Maine is much 
the same according to the Bears' 
head coach Paul Stoyell. 
"We're an inexperienced 
team," said Stoyell, "and we've 
had trouble moving the baU in 
earlier games. But the team's 
been coming along this week and 
I think it's beginning to pay off 
as the Colby game shows." 
Against Colby, the Bears tal-
lied three goals, one of their best 
outputs of the year. 
fojuries are light on both 
squads and shouldn't be a factor 
in the game. 
Mental injuries, however, are 
another story. Maine is now 
starting to produce good soccer 
after being disgraced by UMass 
(7 - O) and Rhode Island ( 4 -o). 
· The 3 - 1 loss UNH suffered 
at Connecticut Saturday seemed 
to put the team into a psycho-
logical low. It showed against 
Keene. 
But the Cats are looking for 
better results at Maine. Fullback 
Dick Kiernan put the team's 
feeling into perspective.· 
"We really want to beat them 
bad," he said. "Maine's not that 
good of a team anq there's no 
reason why we shouldn't kill 
them." . 
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Thoms·on takes on 
floward The Mouth· 
I don't agree with Goyernor Meldrim Thomson politi-
cally, philosophically, or idealistically, and I think he's just 
plain wrong about just about everything he comes out with. 
I mean, let's face it, anyone who wants to equip the 
national guard with nuclear weapons has to make you won-
der sometimes, justwhat this guy is doing in the state house. 
But it's too easy to constantly say, "Thomson's full of it" 
every time he makes a statement. 
If you' re going to critfoize someone when they do some-
thing wrong, it's only fair to commend them when they do 
something right. Ladies and gentlemen, that time has ar-
rived. To use sporting terminology, Governor Thomson 
has scored. 
"Perhaps (Howard) Cosell should spend less time in his 
dictionary and more time analyzing NCAA Division II per-
formances," the governor said in a telegram sent to Cosell 
Tuesday. 
.. . a shot to The Mouth 
The· telegram was prompted 
after Cosell made "disparaging 
remarks about the superb play 
of Dave Rozumek" on nation-
al television Monday night, 
accqrding.to Thomson. 
Apparently, Cosell said that 
Rozumek, who was captain of 
the UNH football team in 
1975, "came from nowhere" to 
make a tackle on one of the 
Oakland Raiders. When his 
sidekick, Dandy Don Mere-
dith jokingly replied .. tftat the 
Kansas City Chief linebacker 
came from New Hampshire, 
Cosell repeated his statement 
thafRozumek "came from no-
where." 
·cosell's lack 9f respect for the Granite State so irritated · 
our governor, that he sent the nasty telegram, demanding 
that·Cosell "apologize to Rozumek and the UNH Wildcats 
for his lack of knowledge.-When Rozumek was captain, the 
Wildcats went to the Division ii' semi-finals, and last year, 
with another fine playe,r as captain, Bruce Huther, the Wild-
cats went to the playoffs again, before being eliminated · 
by Montana State~ the team which went on to win the 
Division II championship. 
"I have asked University System Chancellor Bruce 
Poulton to reserve a seat for you at all future Wildcat foot-
ball games," continued the governor, "so that you ~ay have 
a chance to view, firsthand, the high caliber of their play." 
I seriously doubt that Cosell will take Thomson up on his 
offer because I mean, somebody probably would rip his 
toupe off, right? -But we should nevertheless applaud our 
governor for rebutting Howard The Mouth. 
Though Thomson is many things, he is constantly aware 
of what's going on, and he's not afraid to say what's on his 
mind. Political opinions aside for a moment, you have to 
admit that he's original, daring, and often funny in some of 
the things he says and does. 
On the ·other hand, I can find nothing good about' Cosell. 
He~s arrogant, smug,_ and has incredibly little to say- for all 
the talking he does. Despite Thomson's comments to the 
contrary, Cosell constantly abuses the English language on 
the air, and how he has lasted so long in broadcasting with 
his irritating commentary is beyond any rational under-
standing. 
Cosell and Thomson. Two controversial, and at t_imes, 
despised characters from two entirely different settings 
finalJy stepped into the ring together. And it looks like 
~ho~'\son won by a knockout. .. with a shot to The Mouth. 





Vermont........ 3-o-o 540 
Rhode Island. . . . 1-0-0 2-2-0 
UMass..... .... .. l-1-0 3-1-0 
UConn.......... 1-i-o 4-3-1 
New Hampshire. 1-1-0 2-2-0 
Maine ....... : . . . . 0-2-0 3-3-0 
BU. .. .. . . . . .. . . . 0-2-0 3-4-0 
Lambert Cup 
f oothall poll 
Pts. 
i. New Hampshire (4-0) ......... 70 
2. UMass {3-1) .................. 60 
3. Lehigh (4-1) ....... : .......... 56 
4. Indiana St. ·(Pa.) (3-1) ........ 42 
5. Clarion St. (3-0) ............... 35· 
6. AIC (3-1) ..................... 30 
7. Rhode Island (2-2) ............ 26 
8. Maine (2-2) ................. : .18 
9. Delaware (1-2-1) .............. 17. 
10. Springfield (3-1) ............. 10 
UNH's Gail Griffith (7) does her Pete Rose imitation with a headlong dive for the ball during 
Tuesday's field hockey game at Memorial Field., The Bates' goaltender, however, seems-to 
have found the way to stop Griffith's stick with a crunching instep. (Lee Hunsaker photo) 
Stickwomen . easily master Bates 
By Nancy Maculiewicz 
Back home again Tuesday 
afternoon, the UNH field hockey 
team . overwhelmed Bates Col-
lege, 7-0. · 
The Wildcats, held to a 1-1 
tie in their outing last week 
against UConn,turned around 
and just exploded against Bates. 
· In the first hal( the UNH 
offense penetrated for over seven 
minutes compared to Bates' 41 
seconds. The Wildcat defense 
· allowed no shots on goal, giving 
.goalie Kelly Stone an..easy third 
·shut-out. 
Freshman Gaby Haroules con-
tinued her aggressive play, 
scoring two goals and setting up 
(three more ... Haroules led 'off tlie 
· Wildcat scoring attack sixteen 
minutes into the game. Dianne 
Willis scored six minutes later. 
Harolds said she ''smacked it 
under her (Bates goalie Marty 
Pease) pads" with another goal 
to give UNH a 3-0 lead at the 
half. 
Wildcat coach Jean Rilling 
said, ~They're playing beautifully. 
J:-'retty as a picture." 
.. Pease was ·· pressureo .. even 
more in tlie second half. Marissa 
Didio drove a hard shot into the 
cage for UNH's fourth tally. 
Gail Griffith made the fifth, 
assisted by Haroules, at 20:30. 
Mame · Reardon fired a hard 
· drive from just inside the striking . 
circle and found the dgbt corner 
-of the cage. Griffith finished up 
the scoring, assisted again by 
Haroules, with seven minutes left 
in the: game~ · 
Although - the Wildcats put 
seven goals past Pease, the 
senior goalie was impressive. 
"That goalkeeper is excellent. 
She always has been,'' said 
Rilling. Pease had 23 saves in the 
game. 
Bates' record fell to 2-2. Bob-
cat coach Sherry Yakawonis 
said, "UNH is tough. They 
always are. They certainly have 
a shot at the nationals." 
UNH; sporting: a 341 r~cord, 
will play .. Plymouth Sta:te next 
Tuesday in a 3:30 game at 
Memorial t Field. 
UNH women runners are 'eager' 
By Dana Jennings 
Distance running, until re-
cently (ft wasn't until the 1970's 
that the Boston Marathon of-
ficially recognized women mar-
athoners), has been considered 
solely a male sport. 
But.in the past five years many 
high schools and universities in 
the United States have been 
starting women's cross country 
teams. This year UNH fields its 
first women's cross country 
team. 
Former Olympic women's dis-
cus thrower Jean Roberts is the 
coach of the eight-woman squad. 
Roberts, an Austrialian, comes to 
. UNH after a five year stint as 
women's track and field coach at 
Temple University to coach cross 
· country as well as track and field. 
Roberts said her major goal 
this season is to_ "simply let 
other schools know we compete 
and are serious -about running. 
An~ to give the ~irls racing ex-
perience, many have never raced 
before this year. 
"I think we'll win a couple 
meets, but that doesn't worry me 
much, as long as the girls' times 
improve." 
Roberts likes coaching a 
fledgling cross country program. 
She said, "It's good because you 
have so much input. It's like 
watching a plant grow. 
"The women are so eager to 
learn. They're enjoying being 
UNH's first women's cross ' 
·country team. They have every-
thing to · learn and nothing to 
lose." 
Freshman Joanne Paveglio, 
who finished seventh (20: 51 for 
the three~miler) in the team's 
first meet last Friday against 
sport shorts l 
N et1nen postponed twice 
The UNH men's tennis team continued its streak of bad luck 
thi~ wee_k. Wednesday, the team's match at home against Boston 
Umvers1ty was postponed because of darkness in the seventh set 
with the score tied 3-3 after singles play. UNH was leading in th~ 
first doubles match. It has not yet been rescheduled. 
Yesterday, the Wildcats were again rained out this time from 
their home match against Maine. ' 
The Cats are at Amherst, Mass., today to compete in the 
Yankee Conference Championships this weekend. 
J. V. spikers win 
The UNH-jayvee volleyball team defeated Colby-Sawyer at 
Lundholm gymnasium yesterday by scores of 15-4, 15-5 and 16-14. 
Vermont <UNH lost to a strong 
UVM team 15-45) said, ''Roberts 
has helped us a lot. She makes us 
' want to run. She doesn't just give 
us a workout, she works with us." 
The team has been running 
four to five miles a day, sjx days 
a week. 
Roberts has also been incor-
porating videotaping to coach her 
t-eam. 
Wednesday afternoon, Roberts 
had the team videotaped while 
they ran. After practice, Roberts 
played the tape back to them, 
showing the women how they 
looked as they ran. 
Then she played ·a videotape of 
women Olympic runners, as an 
example of proper running form. 
Roberts said the next time the-
women ran, _ their running form . 
_ improved from watching the 
films. 
- Roberts is working with a pre-
dominantly young team, but 
there are seniors on the squad. 
Senior Bea Gagnon said, "I've 
never run coll!petitively before. I 
thought it would be a neat ex-
perience. For me it's more a per-
sonal experience than-a team ex-
perience. I have no definite time 
I want to get down to, though I do 
want to improve.'' 
Paveglio is a contrast to Gag-
non. "I ran cross country in high 
school," she said. "And I'm glad 
to be able to run here." 
- It's difficult to judge how well 
a first year team will do, but 
senior ·Kathy Grota summed up 
the women's cross country squad 
well, "I think we have a good 
team. It has a team spirit and 
unity unlike any team I've ever 
been on before. Cross country 
practice is the favorite part of my 
day." 
UNH travels to Orono today for 
a meet with UMaine at 4 p.m. 
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UNH gridders at Orono 
to take on rival UMaine 
UNH senior flankerback Bob Farrell runs over Con-
necticut's Andre McGuire after grabbing a Jeff Allen pass 
during Saturday's game. (Scott Spalding photo) 
~ravel to Maine to~ay 
By Paul Keegan 
There are two sides to UNH de-
fensive line coach Junie Carbon-
neau. And both of them want the 
Wildcats to beat Maine tomorrow 
at Orono. Carbonneau has been 
wearing a sweatshirt to practice 
this week which says,. "Beat 
Maine" on the front and "Get the 
Bear" on the back. 
It looks like a real,- old-
fashioned, homecoming rivalry 
game, as the Cats are looking to 
avenge last year's 10-0 loss at thP 
hands of the Black Bears 
and continue their Yankee Con-
ference dominance. 
UNH is presently tied for first 
in the YC with Massachusetts. 
The Minutemen beat Maine, 28-0 
three weeks ago in their only con-
fe.re.nce. gary,e so far . The.fats. 
meanwhile, are 2-0 (4-0 ov"frall), 
having downed Boston Univ~rsity 
early this season, and Connecti-
cut easily last week, 42-7. 
"This game is a big rivalry 
from our standpoint,'' · said 
UMaine coach Jack Bicknell. "In 
fact, I think it's the biggest gam~ 
we'll play all year.'' 
Maine (2-2) has been inconsis-
tent this year, looking good 
against Lafayette, (12-10) and 
Central Connecticut, (45-20), but 
losing by identical 28-0 scores 
against Massachusetts and a sur-
prising Rhode Island team. 
Netwomen lose· hearthreaker 
By Gerry Miles 
"She put her heart into it.'' 
To say that was an understate-
ment wpuld be putting it lightly 
UNH women's tennis team Coach 
Joyce Mills said Wednesday af-
ter sophomore Jocelyn Berufie 
. lost in the dark to her UMass 
opponent Lee Rob in the deciding 
third set of Wednesday's tennis 
match, 4-6, 7-5, 5-7. 
Berube had played well 
throughout the match, with her 
main problem being double 
faults . Her game was virtually 
flawless. At times Rob too 
seemed flawless. What was puz-
zling though was that Rob re-
turned as manv as she was able 
to. Tall and brutish, and moving 
with little or no grace or hustle~ 
she would return Berube's shot 
with what looked like a last ditch 
hope and drop it over the net 
moving Berube around the court. 
The dark which set in auickly and 
the cold which left the handful of 
remaining spectators shivering, 
ce:rtainly couldn't have helped 
either player. 
UMass arriyed for their sched-
. uled 3 p.m. game at about 4: 15 
and it probably would have been 
better to play-under flashlight~. 
The match was cut to five 
singles matches and two doubles 
matches due to UMass's late ar-
rival. First seed Nancy Veale 
was handed a loss 3-6, 2-6 but · 
freshman Pam "Muzzy" Smith · 
and junior Judy Luber proceeded 
to win their matches easily in 
straight set_s, thus giving the net-
women a 2-1 advantage~ 
The first doubles team of Nan-
cy Danker.and Judy Wiles won in 
straight sets, also, but the UMass 
second team was able to overtake 
the duo of Lee Bosse and Meg 
Dignam. · 
Meanwhile, Berube and Lisa 
Bragdon split their sets and th~ 
Cats needed only one set to win 
and secure the victory as the 
were holding onto·a slim 3-2 mar-
T ennis, page 18 
-morning line 
New Hampshire 







at Rhode Island 
Brown 
at Pennsylvania 
I Columbia at Princeton 
I Harvard at Cornell 
i 
l Dartmouth at Yale 
Tulane 







Rut by 20 
Lehi by 20 
Brn by 20 
tie 
Corn by 20 
Dart by 8 





UNH by 17 
Mass by 17 
Rut by 30 
Lehi by 21 
Brn by 14 
Col by 10 
Harv by3 







_Mass by 20 
Rut by 24 · 
Lehi by 3 
Brn by 10 
Col by 3 
Harv-by 7 
Yale by 3 






Mass by 13 
Rut by 15 
Lehi by 10 
Brn by 12 
Prin by 1 
Harv by4 
Dart by 7 






.. UNH by 17 
Mass by 20 
Rut by 25 
J .. ehi by 20 
Brn by 10 
Col by 12 
-· 
Harv by 14 
Dart by 7 







"We felt Maine would be better . 
than they turned out to be so far," 
said UNH head coach Bill Bowes. 
"But they've had a couple of in-
juries and have made mistakes 
which have hurt them. 




"If you look at , (quarterback 
Jack) Cosgrove and (senior half-
back Rudy) DiPietro, you realize 
that they've got a lot of talent." 
Cosgrove, a senior, was an All-
East selection last year and Di-
Pietro is an excellent runner, who 
is sure to break Maine's all-time 
rushing record. 
"It's still early yet." said Bick-
nell. "We haven't played all that 
well against Mass or URI. but 
we're not dead yet. 
"We]l be hoping to throw the 
ball--it's definitely in our t!link-
Football, page 18 
.. . for tomorrow's game 
l.i1·u1·s 1~1eg u1gnbam strokes a forehand return during 
Wednesday's tennis match against UMass, which the Wila-
cats came within points of winning. (Brenda Cooperman 
photo) 
Cats try to rebound 
agaillst Black Bears 
By Lee Hunsaker 
Today's soccer match with the 
University of Maine at Orono 
marks an encounter of the 
beatens. 
Both squads hold three losses 
on their record on the year. 
Maine presently stands at 4-3-0, 
their latest win coming over Col-
by Colle~~ on Wednesd~y. . 
The Wildcats, 2-3-0, have been 
putting themselves back together 
following Keene's 5-1 party at 
Brackett Field last Tuesday. 
"We're trying to rebound from 
:he loss," said UNH coach Art 
Young. "We've been working a 
little bP.tter the last two prac-
Soccer, page 18 
